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S'tUDENT NEWSPAPER O,F THE; NATIONAL LAW CENTER
'
, THE GEORGE WASHIN~TON UNIVERSITY

November 15, 1978

Dean Search Committee
Endorses'Knauss

Prof. Jerome Barron

Chairman, Faculty Dean Search Committee

by Dana Dembrow
of the National Law Center. The University Protocol, the law
On Friday, November 10; the memorandum also endorsed the faculty will submit three candiappointment
of Dean Martin dates for consideration by PresiStudent Dean Search Committee
dent Elliott.
issued an eight-page report to the Dickinson for the position.
, Observers of the dean search
Faculty' Committee which unani- , Knauss is presently the Dean of
mously recommended the ap- Vanderbilt
Law School and effort viewed the release of the
pointment
of Dean Robert
Dickinson is the current Dean of Student Committee's evaluations
Knauss to' become the next dean the University of Kansas School as the first significant breakthrough in the selection of the
of Law.
In their confidential criticisms next dean. The Committee was
to the •Faculty Dean Search 'careful not to foreclose the possifavorable
Committee, the Student Commit- bility of entering
tee expressly reserved the right to recommendations in the future
for Prof. Manne and Prof.
the law school and revenue there- modify their recommendations
Franck, but the report issued last
when
other
candidates
are
attracfrom.
But the question remains
Friday suggested that the Faculty
whether the 27010figure, or 30010 ted or additional information
about present candidates is ac- Dean Search Committee locate
or 40010 as in previous years,
quired.
additional candidates to be interrepresents the National Law
viewed before
the Student,
Center's fair share of these ex-:
The Committee report also Committee makes its final selecpenses. This concern is amplified, included a favorable evaluation tion of three mimes to recommend
when the University as a whole
of the other two candidates who to the faculty and to President
reports a $5.9 million profit.
have, been interviewed to date, Elliott.
, Reporting to the faculty on the Thomas Franck, Director of
The report of the Student Dean
budget for fiscal. 1979, Dean . NYU's Center for International
Search Committee was drafted
Kramer said that the law school Studies; ",and ,,' Henry ,Manne,
two days 'after their Open Forum
would. enjoy an, increase in Director of .Law and Economics and followed three sessions of
revenue of $700,000 from this Center of the University or hearings. It was unanimously
year's tuition. Of this, he said Miami. Professor John Banzhaf' approved by the assembly of
only 20010would be retained by and Professor David Sharpe, two Student Bar Association.
'
the University for administrative
GW faculty members, are' also
Prof', Jerome Barron, Chairoverhead and indirect costs. This still in the running for the posi- man of the Faculty Dean Search
figure is alarmingly inconsistent
tion, so the decision of who will Committee, said that he apprewith the expenditure-revenue dif- replace Dean Kramer to become ciated the "thoughtful
and
ferentials the Advocate computed
the new dean of George Washing- detailed evaluation of the candifor the last three years and is also ton University's law school is still dates by-the Student Dean Search
somewhat lower than the range of anybody's guess.
Committee,"
but he indicated
figures which" Dean Kramer
The ultimate choice of selecting ,••that.neither rhe nor the Faculty
reported to the Advocate in the the next dean is wholly within tti#';;{:ommitteehad yet taken a posiinterview discussed in our budget
discretion of University President·donoDany
of the candidates. He
special of October 25. The
Lloyd H. Elliott, although his added that he "liked everything
27010figure for fiscal 1978 is the' decision must be approved by the (in the report) except the criticism,
lowest in three years.
Board of Trustees. According to of me."

'78 Budget Schedules .·Released
by Jeffery Berry

impressive profit. Some law
Analysis of the Schedules to students are particularly concernGeorge Washington University edthat tuition will be increased by
Financial Statements for fiscal '78 $500 next year and that over onewere released last week and they quarter of their tuition is being
reveal that at the National Law channeled away from the NaCenter 27 cents out of every -tional Law Center in spite of the
tuition dollar is kept by the main fact that the. financial status of
University. In 1976 and 1977 the the University appears so stable.
The unimaginative
attitude
figures v.:.ere 40010 and 30010,
respectively, so the budget break- displayed .by the University"
down may indicate an' encour- ,towards the distribution of the $6
million surplus disappoints many
aging trend.
When asked about the differen- fiscally minded law students. Law
school tuition will rise from $3600
tial in view' of the University's
profit margin of $5.9 million last to $4100 next year. A similar
tuition increase throughout the
year, University Comptroller'
Frederick Naramore said that it University will generate an ample'
increase in revenue to offset any
was due to unexpected additional
unexpected f1ucuation in expendirevenue from student tuitions,
tures. Many students feel that use,
hospital care, and investment
returns. Naramore said that the of the University's profit as a
extra money will be placed in , hedge against the unexpected is
not necessary and that a compeinvestment returns. Naramore
system and
said that the extra money will be tent accounting
tuition
increases
placed in investments to protect reasonable
against future revenue losses and would provide more than enough
"insurance.' ,
increased expenditures.
Indirect costs incurred by the
Although it is indicative' of
sound financial planning and a University OJ'! behalf of the
secure fiscal future for the Uni- National Law Center, are justifiversity, it is disturbing to some ably taken out of the 27010differstudents that an institution ,like a ential between expenditures on
university should show such an

Prof. Sharpe Co·Author~
Law/Med Casebook
by Steve Kleifield
Professor David J. Sharpe is
the latest member of the faculty
of the National Law Center to
contribute to West Publishing
Company's American Casebook'
series. Law and Medicine: Cases
and Materials, co-edited by Drs.
Salvatore F. Fiscina and Murdock
Head of the GW Medical Center,
is a collection of cases that deal
with the various interactions
between the two disciplines. Currently being used in Professor
Sharpe's course in Law amd
Medicine, it is designed basically
for generalists ,in the two professions. and is an excellent introduction to the types of issues that
arise and their resolutions. Part I

deals with compensation for professional fault, which covers
various aspects' of professional
negligence and other bases of
claim. Part II deals with the uses
of medical science in litigation,
both its utility and its risks. Part
III is concerned with the composition and performance of the professions, and Part IV covers the
broad topic of the health sciences
and public policy, rartging from
patient management to the many
facets of human reproduction and
the law. including sterilization,
abortion, and contraception. The
cases are both timely and' well.edited,
and are fascinating
reading for both the aspiring litigation attorney and anyone with
even a passing interest in the field.

Founders Day
This Friday, November 17, the
George Washington Law Association will celebrate its fl3th
Annual Founders Day with a
banquet at Stouffer'S National
Center Hotel.
The Law Association
has
selected Glen A. Wilkinson, JD
'38, to be the honored guest and
to receive the Distinguished
Alumnus Award. Glen Wilkinson, a past president of the
GWLA has recently been elected
chairman
of the university's
Board of Trustees. Immediate
past president Richard A. Ward,'
JD '65, will receive the past
president's award.
There will be no speeches and
the entire evening will be devoted
to entertainment and dancing.
entertainment will feature
Wayne
Roland,
a
"oneof-a-kind
act"
involving
'audience participation, which has
been
characterized
as
"hilarious."
The 25th anniversary class will provide music
by Sidney's Orchestra.
,A, gew,' idea -in seating .

The

arrangements is being introduced.
alumni who have similar interests
Alumni who have traveled abroad
in a country of region. There will
or have an interest in travel may , also be class seating and special
indicate a .seating preference with group tables.
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by Shelly Grant

LSD Project and position

AMERICAN

BAR ASSOCIATION

The ABA Section on Administrative law has an opening for a
liaison from the Law Student
. Division. Applicants must have a
full scholastic year to complete as
of September 1, 1978 and must
also be members of the Law
Student Division, as well as of
the Section. When possible, appointments are made to students
with two years remaining in law
school so that continuity may be
achieved, but merit and expertise
are the most important criteria in
determining the selection. Geographical balance is also sought.
The term of office runs until
May, 1979.
To apply, send a current
resume and letter of application,
which should indicate any specific
information
pertinent to the
substantive
concerns of the
Section. Proof of Law Student
Division
membership
(for

example, a photocopy of current
membership card) must also be
supplied. The above material
should be sent to Bureon Ledbetter, Jr., ABA/LSD President,
Cumberland School of Law,
Samford University, 800 Lakeshore Drive, Birmingham, Alabama35209. Please also send a
copy of all materials to your
circuit governor, Robert E. Perry,
Box 164, Antioch School of Law,
1624 Crescent Place, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20009, and to
Anne Campbell Ryan, Director,
ABA/LSD, 1155 East 60th Street,
Chicago, Illinois 60637. Your
application must be postmarked
no later than November /5, /978.
Applicants are also requested to
solicit a letter of recommendation
from their circuit governor. The
governor should be asked to send
copies of the letter to thepresident and director.

Dedication'

You may recall that we dedicated our orientation edition to first
year law students, the issue with the J. Skelly Wright interview was
dedicated to the D.C. Circuit, the decriminalization feature was
dedicated to the glaucoma waiver, and our budget special went to
Monroe Freedman, so why in the world are we dedicating this issue
to Felix Frankfurter? It's simple. His initials are double-F and this is
the last edition of The Advocate before exams! Although these
letters are subject to alternative interpretation, it also happens to be
Justice Frankfurter's birthday today (November 15). Since he died
eight years ago it's not much of an excuse for a celebration and some
of our readers may feel that this is getting a little too cute but we
'decided to dedicate the issue to Felix anyway, with the understanding that those who disapprove already will probably be really
pissed off by the time they get to page 20.
Felix Frankfurter was 'appointed to the Supreme Court by President Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1939 and he served there for 23 years
before he stepped down three years before his death. Profoundly
influenced by Holmes and Brandeis, Justice Frankfurter was intensely concerned with procedure, viewing the legal structure as a
mechanism for resolving conflicts in society and fostering individual
freedoms. Frankfurter's primary interest as a professor and a
government administrator prior to his appointment to the bench was
with the role of the judiciary in the political system and its relationship to the legislative and executive functions of government. He
viewed the role of judicial innovation with caution, advocating
judges' restraint in deferrence to the law-making organs of the political arena.
•. .'

Anyone wishing the National Law Center to have a newspaper next
year should petition the Advocate for the position of Editor

Basement, Bacon Hall
2000 H Street, N. W.

Washington, D.C. 20052,
Tel. (202) 676-7325

Dana Dembrow
Editor-in-Chlef
Bill Lieth
Production Manager
Barbara Beck
Features Edito~

Jeffery Berry
Business Manager
John Seibel
Managing Editor

Staff Writers: David Bane, Harry Chernoff, Jonathan Glazier,
Bob Goodman, Howard Grant, Jim Heller, Joan Hodge,
John Lambert.
Arts Editors: Thecla Fabian, Wendy Gordon, Steve Kleifield,
Jim Sweeney.
,Contributors: John Banzhaf, Bruce Barth, Ronnie Cohen, David
Dugoff, 'Ellen Fitzgerald, Dino Gentile, Kenneth Grant,
Shelley Grant, Jeff Jacoby, Jonathan KatZ, Richard Katz,'
Karen Knoll, Beth McClure, Bob Myers, Raoul Pascual, Edie
Reese, Donald Rothschild, Joel Seidemann; Mary Schaeffer,
David Smith, John Williams.
The opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the
Advocate Editorial Board, the National Law Center, or George
Washington University.

The ABA Law Student Division
is offering all law students an
exciting opportunity to become
involved and contribute to the
community through the Voluntary Income Tax Assistance
program (VITA). It shou~d be of
particular interest to rnrst-vear
students, who are not able to
participate in clinical programs ..
The basic purpose of VITA IS
to render tax return assistance to
four identifiable groups: the lowincome taxpayer; the elderly taxpayer; the indigent taxpayer; and
the non-English speaking taxpayer. The program was insti-

tuted in 1969 by the I~S to
provide free income tax assIstance
to those taxpayers unable T~o
prepare their own returns.
e
Law Student Division Board of
Governors adopted the VITA
program in April, 1978.
.
Everyone will benefit fr?m th.ls
program; the students WIll ga.m
invaluable experience and ~atlsfaction GW will be rendenng .a
needed' and highly visible publ.lc
.
and the taxpayers WIll
service,
d
receive assistance they need an
might not otherwise be able to
obtain.
Naturally,
the greater the

ABA/LSD Representative

number of students participating
the greater the impact of th;
program will be. Students participating will be thoroughly trained
by the IRS, probably early in
January. Service to the community should begin on or about
. January 15. All students who are
interested in becoming involved in
VITA should contact either Ray
Albo, Program Coordinator (301
Bacon,
6676-7S61-leave
a
message if he's not in), or Shelley
Grant (296-3117) no later than
November 22, so that IRS training can be arranged at a time
convenient for everyone.

Consumer Protection Center
by Richard Katz
It's that time of year again.
students are learning first
hand about the frustration and
anxieties that surround job-interviewing. They are finding that law
firms- large and small alike- are
encouraged by graduates whose
credentials include evidence of
prior legal experience. These
students
are learning
that
practical experience affords the
potential job-seeker a competitive
edge in an already constricted
market.
Practical
experience.
A
rewarding means that is available
to most every law student at GW.
The Consumer Protection Center
offers the serious student this and
much more. Since the program
was developed in 1970 by
Professor Donald Rothschild, the
Center has benefited hundreds of
students who have taken the
inkiative~
The options are many and
varied. Law 459, Problems of the
Consumer, includes opportunities
for specialization in consumerrelated fields such as automobile,
credit, and bankruptcy matters.
The
Bankruptcy
Clinic,
directed by attorney Richard C.
Wills, supplies legal' services in
bankruptcy and other financial
matters .for indigent,
lower
middle class, and elderly residents
of the
district of Columbia.
Students deal with a wide range of
problems,
e.g.
consumer
bankruptcy proceedings, Chapter
Thirteen wage-earners plans, debt
reduction and consolidation, and
financial planning. Provisions are
being made for students to litigate
and represent in the Bankruptcy
Court.
Next semester, special emphasis
will be placed on the biannual
supplement to the Consumer
Protection Reporting Service, by
Professor Rothschild and Dean
David Carroll of the University of
Southern California, which is
published at the Center. Interns
may also contribute their research
and writing skills to the dual
authors'
casebook, Consumer
Protection: Text and Material.
Now in its second edition, this
bound VOlume is used in law
schools nationwide.
Students
receive
full
authorship
recognition
for their
contributions.
The two largest projects at the'
Center are both progressive
clinics aimed at resolving consurner disputes which arise in the
.Many

northern Virginia, Maryland and
D.C. areas. At the same time,
they also allow the students to
sharpen their legal skills in a
unique laboratory learning experience.
Contact 4, the community
ombudsman service of WRC-TV,
receives consumer complaints by
mail. The Emmy award winning
project
is staffed
by approximately
20 students
a
semester, and is the Center's
largest
volume
program.
Together
with its telephone
hotline counterpart,
Consumer
HELP, the Center has benefited
over 43,000 consumers in itsbrief
history, and has served as a model
for similar programs at other law
schools.
'
Both clinics operate essentially
on the same premise. Cases are
either
assigned
by, student
directors, as in the case of
Contact 4, or they are taken
directly over the telephone by
individual
caseworkers.
From
that
point,
students
are
responsible for every facet of the
negotiation
and reconciliation
process.
First, they must contact all
parties in a dispute in order to
learn the essential facts. The issue
must then be clearly defined and
classified accordingly. A vertical
file containing a wide variety of
government
publications
and
news clippings offers the caseworker
the opportunity
to
broaden his/her knowledge of a
particular
subject during the
course of negotiation.
Consumer complaints range
from
automobile
purchase/repairs, credit and landlord-tenant
disputes to home
improvement and delivery of
government services. Aside from
geographic or practical considerations,
there
are. no
minimum requirements placed on
the aggrieved persons. Although
the Center returns approximately
$ I ,000 a day to consumers in
student-negotiated
settlements
many resolutions defy materiai
valuation.
Aside
from
the obvious
benefits provided at no cost to the
consumer, the student also has a
great deal to gain. Printed text
and classroom discussion take on
an air of realism and immediacy
w~en the student is actually faced
with an irate businessman or
consumer.
Based on clinical
ex~eriences, interns develop a
rational and a nimble approach to

each case. More efficient factgathering and issue clarification.
ease at negotiatin and learning to
deal with a broad range of people
are incremental job-related gains.
More importantly,
students
deal directly with the laws of the
metropolitan
Washington area.
The absorption of such tripartite
legislation often is instrumental to
the successful resolution of a
dispute. Its benefits ar~ threefold.
First, students learn about the
law. A small library in the office
includes the statutes that apply to
the majority of cases reviewed at
the Center. Caseworkers may also
draw upon the experience of their
co-workers throughout the negotiation process when the need
arises.
Second is the benefit to the
community. Many of the complaints received at the Center
involve persons who are ignorant
of their rights. Often times, an
impartial third party can literally
snatch an unwary consumer from
the clutch of an incorrigible
merchant.
Lastly, the knowledge that an
effective consumer complainthandling mechanism exists in the
D.C. metropolitan and suburban
area's has earned respect for both
the Center and its staff. Consumers and businesses alike are
finding that a third party,
knowledgeable of the pertinent
laws and their implications can
serve as an effective intermediary.
This in turn, lessens the burden
imposed on an already over-taxes
judicial system. The Center has a
"solved" rate of approximately
80-90 percent, and the quality of
student-resolved complaints has
earned it numerous community
awards. In addition, the program
has been featured in articles in the
Washington
Post,
the
Washington Star, T. V. Guide,
and Money Magazine.
I

Consumer activism offers the
serious student a unique perspective into how our administrative
and judicial
systems
function.
It also offers the
potential graduate a heavy dose
of practical experience. Interns
have found this to be exceptionally rewarding.
Students helping the public.
Students helping other students.
That's
what the Consumer
Protection Center is all about. If
you have any questions, stop by
the office at 103 Bacon Hall.
That's what it's there for.

Conference on the Mid-East
by Dave Smith
comprehensive
peace
treaty
On Thursday,
November
16
among all the Arab states and
the Inte~~ational Law Society and
Israel.
the Political Affairs Committee
Professor Roderic H. Davison,
of the
Program
Board
will an expert
in Middle
Eastern
sponsor -an in-depth presentation
History
at George Washington
on the legal and political dilemUniversity, will present a lecture
mas in the Middle East in light of on the international
legal history
Camp David. The primary focus
of the area during
the 20th
~f the pro~ram will be the Egypcentury.
nan-Israeti Peace talks and the
Mr. Allan Gerson, attorney at
likely effect of a peace treaty on the Department
of Justice and
the legal issues of the West Bank
author of Israel, The West Bank,
and a future Palestinian
state.
and International Law, will speak
The program
will also consider
on the current
lagal situation
the importance
of the Lebanese
between Israel and Egypt with an
Civ,il War on the stability of the analysis
of the Camp
David
region and the likelihood
of a Accords and their legal effect.

Mr. Larry Pope. head of the
Lebanese Desk at the Department
of State,
will discuss
United
States policy in the area of the
peace treaty, Lebanon,
and the
current disturbances in Iran.
The program
will consist of
short
presentations
by
the
speakers
followed by questions
from the audience and a general
summary statement by each participant.
_
The program
begins at 7:30
P.M., Thursday, November /6 in
the Dorothy Betts Marvin Theatre
of the Marvin Center. Admission
is free to all members
of the
university community,

Energy Waste at GWU ..
istration will decide to' audit all
addition to these audits, students
the buildings on the campus, by
will be surveyed in order-to deterprofessionals.
This semester, D.C. PIRG at . mine and increase their energy
GWU
formed
a ten-member
awareness and willingness to cut
A presentation
was given on
Energy
Committee,
including
down on their actual energy conNovember 2, which was arranged
undergrads,
graduate
students
sumption. There are a lot of steps
by the energy committee.
The
engineering students, and a pro~ which the students can and must
speaker was Dr. Gene Frankel of
fessional engineer.
the U.S. Department
of Energy.
taken
in conserving
energy.
In the past, PIRG has been
Simple things such as closing
Dr. Frankel spoke about general
involved in various energy-related
energy
issues,
prospects,
and
windows when leaving a room,
projects, such as utility regulation
government
policies.
A solar
and turning off the lights are very
and guideline proposals, and the
energy slide show was also preimportant. The university may be
sented.
SUN DAY project jield last May,
responsible for a large part of the
Future plans for the energy
Yet these projects have all been
campus problem, but it is imperproject include an Energy Inforcommunity
oriented. This year,
ative that the students do their
mation Day which will be conshare to conserve energy.
PIRG's energy project has shifted
ducted by the members of the
its focus to the campus.
After the audit and survey are
energy committee,
and members
completed, the energy committee
The major goal of the energy
This will
will submit a list of proposals to , of citizen organizations.
project is to heighten the energy
be followed in the evening by a
the
university
administration.
consciousness
and awareness of
presentation
specifically .on, solar
These proposals
will consist of
the study body and the adminmeasures
to be taken by the energy. In addition, an Energy
istration
through
education
Fair, which will include models
university
in order to conserve
methods.
The methods
which
and exhibits of alternative forms
energy through more efficient use
have been chosen by the comof energy, is now being planned
of the existing facilities. It is the
mittee are an energy audit of two
for the Spring. The Fair will be
hope of the committee, that after
campus buildings,
and various
held outside on the quad of the
the administration
of the univerpresentations,
and
outreach
OW campus,
where it will be
sity sees what has been- accomprograms.
The members of the
possible to reach many students.
plished by students, the adrnincommittee
feel that the energy
problem in the country is very
severe, and that a great deal must
be done to correct this ,problem.
The GW campus is a good place
plication will be reviewed until
The Food and Drug Law Instito start. If the students can be
after
the applicant
has been
tute is offering a $10,000 graduate
made aware of the problems with
admitted
to
the
graduate.
law Fellowship for the academic
energy in the campus, as well as in
program.
For information
on
year 1979-1980 at George Washthe nation,
the possibility
for
application
write
to:
George
ington
University.
Academic
change is proportional
to each
Washington University, Office of
requirements
under the Fellowand every individual willing to
ship leads to a master's degree in the Dean, National Law Center,
achieve change.
Washington,
D.C.
20052. Apeither ,a general
undesignated
The University wastes a great'
must
be submitted
degree or a designated degree in plications
deal of energy. As a result, costs
before June 1, 1979.
administrative
law,
economic
for students
are skyrocketing.
You may also call or write The
regulations,
or patent and tradeMany steps can be taken within
Food and Drug Law Institute at
mark law.
the university to correct this situa818 Connecticut
Avenue, N.W.,
tion. The committee had decided
A thesis of publishable quality
Washington,
D.C. 20006, .(phone
to conduct an energy audit of The
is a mandatory
requirement
for 202 833~1601) for further
inFrancis Scott Key Residence Hall,
the degree and an additional two formation. The Institute is a nonand of the University Library. In
hours per semester
of clinical profit .' educational
association
.
work under the supervision of a dedicated to the improved underfaculty advisor in the National
standing of the nature and scorpe
'Law Center's clinical program is of laws and regulations applicable
also required.
. to food, drug, cosmetic, device
Applications
for the Fellowship
and related industries through the
should be made in conjunction
development
of talented lawyers
A Phi Delta Phi joint fallinitiawith applications-for
admission to interested in' this area of specialtion between the John Marshall
the Graduate
Division.' No' ap- ization.
Inn
of George
Washington
University Law School and the
Bryant
Inn of Howard
Law
School
will be held Sunday
November
19th.from
5:30 p.m.
until 7:30 p.m. at the Howard
by Kenneth Grant
cipate in a freeprograin
of activiLaw School campus, 2935 Upton
ties designed to address some of
Street, N.W..; Washington,
D.C.;
your important
questions
and
in the Moot Court Room. InvitaOn November 18 at All Soul's
concerns
in the areas of law
tions have been sent out to all
Church
at 16th and'Ha~ard
medicine and dental hygeine: Th~
D.C: area Barrister members of
Streets, NW, between the hours
sponsors of the day are the Black
the association
and a reception
of 9:00 AM and 5:00 PM, th~
American Law Students Associafor initiates and their guests is
community
is invited to parti-,
tion, Student National
Medical
scheduled to follow the ceremony,
by Ronni Cohen

Food ~ Drug Law Fellowship

Phi Delta Phi
Initiations

f1 I

Gdifol'ia'

I .-~-
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The SBA Sits One Out
After remaining. d?rmant for the entire semester it appears that the
Student Bar ASSOCIatIOn (SBA) of the National Law Center may finally
b~ comi~g arou~d. A.bookmart has been scheduled to run concurrently
WIth. spring re~lstratlOn
on January 4 and 5 and this expansion of
~revlO~s years book exchange projects should provide a useful and
financially rewarding service to the student body of the law school On
the social side, the annual "Thank God It's Over" celebration has been
Scheduled for December 15, the last day of finals and SBA Executive
Vice ~resident,
Artie Korzec says that the affair to be held in the
Marvin Center Cafeteria promises to provide that long anticipated and
much deserved o~t1et for the craziness that every studious and diligent
attorney-to-be
WIll undoubtedly develop during the course of the next
month. For $10,000 it's only fair that the students of GW should get a
couple of free beers at Christmas,
but where has the SBA been all
semester?
A grand total of four meetings have been conducted thus far in the
1978~79 academic year; There is no night vice president because no one
petitioned for the job. The SBA presently is still operating without a
current, coher~nt, or comprehensive
Constitution,
and the business of
the .Ass~mbly IS. gene~ally enacted without a quorum. Only one syrnposium IS tentatively m the works for sometime in the spring semester
and other ~han ~he first year orientation program and a couple of beer
blasts earher this year, the SBA has done little more than occasionally
occupy their offices on the third floor of Bacon Hall.
On the meritorious
side, President Friedman's
term of office has
;see? the establishment
of anew oversight committee in charge of coordinating other SBA Committee activities, but Chairman Bob Krakow
who is also co-chairman of the National Lawyers Guild and serves on
the Student Dean Search Committee, has been unable to supervise the
student government of the law school on a full-time basis. The four
new first year representatives
have taken an active role in the SBA and
substantive reform in a couple of areas currently appears to be within
the capability
of the organization.
First year representative
Susan
Bastress is organizing an active campaign to secure functional Xerox
machines for the law library and several hundred students have demonstrated their support in a petition and a meeting with library officials.
Vice President Sam Malizia: has been involved in the effort and also
sponsored a bill requesting an accounting of tuition revenue from the
law school administration.
On the pragmatic side of SBA activities, Joe
Darnell directed
a successful locker system that netted $1,720 in
revenue which permitted the acquisition
of 80 new lockers to be installed during winter break. SBA Treasurer Pete Glaser has also been
active trying to penetrate the morass of red tape which is characteristic
of University budgetary' requirements;
securing a paid secretary.

but has been unsuccessful in
"
•
.
,

Stephen Friedman, a second year student who was elected President
of the Student Bar Association last year on a platform of "constructive
antagonism,"
recently announced that he was not planning to run for
re-election in March. In an interview with the Advocate on November
10 he conceded that "The SBA is better than what it was last year, but
it's not nearly what it could be." Friedman complained that mundane
tasks take up at least 500/0 of the time he spends working for the SBA.
He stated that much of his job as President was ministerial, responding
to individual problems like getting grades changed or controlling the
temperature
in classrooms. The President of the SBA receives a $500
stipend as nominal compensation
for the chores which the office entails.
. '.'
... ...
The survey conducted by the Student Dean Search Committee in
February included a question on what activities the SBA should undertake and over half of the respondents
indicated that representing
students to the administration
was a prima-ry function of the Association. 640/0 of the sample stated that they desired programs with
speakers, while only one student out of five checked "social events" as
one of the activities which the SBA should sponsor. With the plethora of
speakers in Washington,
D.C,
it is not surprising that many law
students at GW say they would like to have some symposiums and
speciallectues in addition to an occasional keg of beer. In the past,
.however, programming
has been left to the variety of special interest
;student organizations
which exist at the National.Law Center.:
· If this year is anything like the past, nextyear'scandidates
for SBA
;offices may be expected to renew old promises for constructive reform of
!student/faculty/administratiorr
relations and to discuss the potential
[utilization of outside legal resources in the city; but one wonders how
Hong after' theelection is over that the spirit of the candidates will
.continue. The officers of the SBA are not entirely to blame for the
organizations
past failures, however. Every' student of the Nationa
'Law Center is a member of the SBA. If the SBA organization Were to
conduct an extra-curricular
educational
activity, probably no one
.would.attend.
We're all much too busy preparing for finals to waste
'our time getting an education,
by Dana Dembrow
(
-
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Feature on Women inthe Laui

Prof. Mary Cheh

photo by Dana Dembrow

About
five
years
ago
a
dramatic
change in social and
cultural
attitudes
became
evidenced
in the nation's
law
schools. Women started applying
for admission.
In
1960 the
number of female law students at
GW was less than 50, representing.
about 4070 of the student body.
Today,
the number of women
enrolled
at the National
Law
Center is over 500, constituting
38% of the student body.
The recent surge of interest by
women in pursuing professional
careers traditionally
occupied by
men has not been a gradual
evolutionary
process
but one
which suddenly arose only a few
years ago. Most contemporary
law students are not very conscious of the change, since they
were not enrolled in law school
when
it was
essentially,
a'
unisexual
experience,
but the
increase
in the proportion
of
women in law school has been a
recent phenomenon and it is yet to
be seen what effect the change
will have on the legal profession
and on society. When questioned
about
women
in law, Dean
Kramer stated "It's going to be
one of the big changes in the legal
profession in the future."
In 1978 it is not uncommon to
encounter
law firms which employ a significant
number
of
female associates, but as yet it is
fairly rare to find women who are
senior partners in-a firm or who
otherwise
occupy
high-level

by Howard

Grant

Mary M. Cheh was recently
appointed to the faculty of the
National Law Center as a visiting
professor for the Spring Term
1979 and the 1979-/980 academic
year. She is presently anAssociate
with the Washington, D.C. law
firm of Fried, Frank, Harris,
Shriver { Kampelman. Ms. Chen
received her B.A. from Douglass
College in /972, her J.D. from
Rutgers Law School in /975 and
an L.L.M. from Harvard Law
School in /977. Ms. Cheh was
also a Law Clerk for Chief Justice

managerial
positions.
This is
because only eight years ago, a
mere
2.8%
of the
nation's
practicing attorneys were women.
Today the proportion
is nearly
10%. That's about 41,000 female
lawyers. The vast bulk of this
number
are newcomers
to the
profession, and the growing ranks
of young women in the law is
almost certain to continue.
A
couple of' decades from now·
females with law degrees will
comprise
a truly
substantial
percentage of the Bar and their
influence
will
constitute
a
powerful force in legal affairs and
have the potential
of exerting
significant
change
on
social
conditions.
To explore some of the issues
which
surround
this ongoing
movement,
The Advocate interviewed
the
two
female
professors
which were recently
appointed
as visiting professors
of
the
George
Washington
University
Law School faculty.
They represent the front line in a
wave
of
young
female
professionals who will acquire an
increasingly
significant
voice in
the law in the years to come. With
Prof. Cheh we discussed legal
. education
and the entrance
of
women into the profession
and
with Prof. Ross we tried to pick a
fight
about
the
personal
psychology of the lawyer as it
relates
to sexual
distinctions.
Here's what they had to say.

Richard Hughes of the New
Jersey Supreme Court prior to her
studies at Harvard.
Q. What type of legal work, in
general, are you doing now in.
private practice?
A. The staple of my work is
corporate.
I 'work primarily forHarold Green and because he has
so many diverse, interests
he
brings in a lot of unusual cases.
He does a. lot' of things in the
science and energy area, and
consequently
I do also. You can
see that the work is quite varied.
Q. I understand that you received
an 18 month appointment
to the

faculty at the Law Center. Are
you aware of the fact that initial
appointments
are usually only for
6 months or one year?
A. I did not request an appointment
of any
particular
length. The fact of the matter is
that because of Professor Green's
illness
and
his decision
to
withdraw, and ultimately to retire
from the law school faculty at the
end of the year, there was a need
for someone
to come in and
replace him. Tile .people at the
firm knew that I was looking at
schools,
that I had contacted
several of them and I even had
another offer to begin elsewhere
in September of 1979. When the
Dean (of G.W.) first spoke to me
he was talking in terms of an 18
month appointment.
There is a
season for hiring (law professors)
almost like the season for getting
jobs with firms. If I had accepted
an offer for 6 or 12 months at
G.W.
I would
have- been
foreclosed
from accepting
any
other
positions.
Come
next
January, I would not know if I
would be continuing at G.W. and
I would not have any other
teaching alternatives.
Q. What
is the
status
of
Professor Green's courses for the
spring and for next fall? :
A. -That is not entirely clear to
me. But from what I understand,
my own courses have been set out
to be Constitutional
Law for this
spring and Constitutional
Law,
Corporations
and Civil Procedure
for next year. That leaves an
opening
for Professor
Green's
seminars
in Business Planning,
Law and Science and Securities
Regulations.
I'm not quite sure
what
will
happen.
to
those
courses. No one asked me. I did
not offer a solution. In fact, up
until the day of my appointment
I
did not know what I was going to
be hired
to teach.
My own
preference was for Constitutional
Law.
Q. When did you decide that you
wanted to teach law school?
A. When I was in law school and
in college I used to substitute
teach in the public school system.
I always like the idea of teaching;
it was very dynamic. I would like
to think, I'm not sure, that you
can have a positive influence on
people. There are very few ways
that you can at once do something
intellectual
and
emotionally
rewarding. It is immediate gratification to open peoples'
horizons
or show them a new way. When
you teach a course, you see people
beginning to understand doctrine
that previously was a mystery to
them. Right away you can feel
good about yourself.
Q. How does that compare with
private practice?
A. The
rewards'
of
private
practice are not on/such a grandscale. People who come in with a
corporate
problem,
especially
people
in their first business
venture, may be unsophisticated.
They come to you for legal advice
and to direct their venture. You
may advise them in a general way.

You might suggest that they need
an accountant's
help, or that they
need
to look
into
the
tax
situation.
Maybe
six months
down the road their business will,
be a going concern and they will
actually be making money. You
had a hand in it and that's
rewarding,
too.Q. What
was
your own Law school experience'
like?
Do
you
have
specific
memories
of
teachers
and
teaching
techniques
that might
. have influenced you?
A. My experience
was mixed.
First of all, Rutgers Law School
in Newark suffers from being in'
an area that you would not regard
as being aesthetic. There was a
natural tendency on the part of
the students to depart from the
law school as quickly as they
could. There was not as much of a
life or community around the law
school, as I would have liked.
Secondly,
the school itself was
kind of mechanical
and conventional in the types of courses
that were offered. It was hard to
get any courses in Comparative
Law,
or
Jurisprudence,
or
Philosophy
of Law or Legal
History.' Many of the students
there were simply interested
in
learning the trade and moving on.
If you were interested
in the
theoretical
or. philosophical
aspects of law, then you had a
problem. In terms of professors,
there were some that were h
orrendous;
in fact they were'
embarrassing.
Other people were
great and very inspirational.
I
worked most closely with Arthur
Kinoy in the Constitutional
law
area. He was a small man of
about five feet. But as the course
went on he seemed to be about ten
feet tall. He was very dynamic
and socially involved
in many
causes. I took Constitutional
Law
just at the beginnings
of the
Watergate
controversy.
Our
supplemental
material
for class
cost 15 cents per day; the "New
York Times."
Everything
in the
news was involved
with
im-

peachment
and powers of the
President.
It was a very exciting
time and he was a very exciting
man.
It was
wonderful
to
come into class and ask "What
will Arthur
lead us through
today; I am sure that students at
G.W. have all had teachers who
have done nothing for them and
others who have been a big thrill.
Q. I realize that you have only
taught a few classes at G.W. and
that you have spent relatively
little time there, but do you have
any initial impressions
of the
school and/or student body?
A. It is probably unfair for me to
even suggest that I have an impression. Because I was working
at my office I was prepared when
I went to school and usually
departed
right after class was
completed.
The class that I did
teach was fun. The people seemed
interested and were willing to give
me some feedback
about
the
subject matter. I was happy about
that. But it would be difficult for
me to make any kind of a
generalization
based upon the hitand-run type of relationship that I
had.
Q.
I understand that you were
an Editor on the Law Review at
Rutgers. What are your feelings
on the value of that experience?
ATheforced
learning of proper
use of citations,
and case and
statutory
authority
in a technically proper way, is very useful.
If you want to clerk for a judge,
work for a law firm, or even
practice on your own, I think that
it is a good experience to come
through.
On the down
side.
though, there is a certain attitude
that may develop
among
law
review people. They may think
that they are better than others. In
my own law school experience, I
was turned off by that feeling. I
found myself not hanging around
the Law Review office and I did
not do everything with my Law
Review colleagues. That was seen
as sort of a reverse snobbery. It is
hard to get the best out of the
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& SusanRoss
By Dana, Dembrow

Susan Deller Ross received her
J.D. at NYU and was admitted to
the New York Bar in 1971. A,
former adjunct professor for the
National Law Center, she is a full
time visiting professor this year
who is presently teaching administrative law and is scheduled
for administrative law and civil
procedure in the spring semester.
Upon graduating
from
law
school, Prof Ross joined the
Office of the General Counsel of
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission and later
founded a women's law firm in
New York City. Her most recent
work prior to joing the G W
faculty was with the American
Civil Liberties Union, where she
specialized
in
employment
discrimination
'and
women's
rights. Last year Prof Ross
supervised a clinic at Columbia
Law School on an adjunct basis
she has also instructed courses at
Rutgers and NYU. She has coauthored a casebook on women
and the law and her contribution
to the social and political
movement for sexual equality is
widely recognized as playing a
significant role in the dynamics of
the contemporary legal issues
surrounding women's rights.
Q; .Why are you teaching law,
school?
A., I 'enjoy teaching enormously.
I've done a lot of adjunct teaching
prior to now and have always
thought that ultimately I'd like to
get into teaching on a full-time
basis. This opportunity at OW
came along so I thought I'd try it.
Q. What is your preferred
technique of instruction?
A. I'm not sure that I have any
one preferred technique at the
present time. I think it depends a
lot on what you're teaching. Your
methods vary depending on the
subject. For instance, in ciyil
procedure I think it might be
extremely useful to actually
require students to draft some
simple documents like a simple

Women

•

In

.0,

the Law: Interview with Prof. Cheh

experience without, at the same
, time, falling prey to thinking that
you are something special. In any
kind of situation where you have
people set off from others, there
is a natural inclination to think
that you have more than the other
people. That troubles me. I don't
know how you can diffuse that
situation. At Rutgers we tried to
open Law Review to 'people .who
I could write as \V~IIas people who
. had top" grades. I think ..'the
program that they-have at Yale is
a good one. They do accept
people based on grades. But if.,
someone writes a law review note'
:;.p[pUblishable quality; then you
,'made a member of the
r.;'Uview. If you' get an idea and
.show -the initiative, then there is.,no:reason Whyyou,shol1ld no~ be.
"ta'lnembei .: '., . !,.
, •..•.
Q; Are you aware of the fact that
-there are only four women who
are on the faculty at the Law
Center?
A. I did not know exactly how
many, but I did know that it was
relatively few. That is not uncommon among law faculties.

ate

complaint, a simple answer.. a predominately male for so long I
motion, and some discovery don't think that it occurred to
papers. If :students really un- men that that could happen, that
derstand what these documents
sometimes traditional ways of
are, they can understand the cases acting could alienate people, and
better and how to use them. I'm that women, to the extent that
not saying that drafting should be they're culturally trained to act in
used in every class but this is an different ways, might in some
example of when it would be very cases be more effective than men.
useful to students.
Q. What' personality
characQ. Do you plan on giving teristics do you think a good
drafting assignments?
attorney should possess?
A. Yes, I think I probably will do A. I think you have to be very
that next semester. In some cases thorough. You have to be willing
I'll actually assign students to to do very close, detailed work.
argue the various sides of a case Q. What about some other
currently before the Supreme characteristics that are contrary
Court and then have other
to traditional feminine roles but
Prof. Susan Ross
students play the role of the common to many good lawyers,
probably the first women's rights
Supreme Court. It depends a lot such as aggression, egotism,
definition of aggressive is that
organization in the country at our
on the size of the class. If you competitiveness dominance; do you know what you want and you law school and we called the first
have a seminar you can do a lot you think that these are valuable . can stick to it and that you're
conference
of women
law
more along these lines, I think, characteristics for an attorney?
fairly successful at getting it.
students together to talk about
than you can in a larger class.
A. It depends on what you mean Q. To what extent does sexual problems of sex discrimination in
Q. What effect do you think the
by aggression. Someone' who discrimination
in employment
general both within the profession
recent dramatic
increase
in comes on very quiet and unassuming
exist in the legal profession
and within the law, and how to
women law students will have on can in fact be a very aggressive today?
correct that. It's now about to
the legal profession?
person. I think a certain level of A. I think it's still there.
have its tenth conference on a
A. I don't think I can make any aggression is needed in a sense of Especially among older pracnationwide scale. I was also active
predictions. I think to date it wanting to win. What your job is titioners from another era wherein
getting one of the very first
seems that women tend to go, or as an advocate is trying to con- they were trained almost entirely
courses on women and the law at
at least a' larger percentage of vince some other party that your with men and where their
NYU and I've co-authored a
women go into some areas of the client is entitled to prevail in a professional careers were almost
casebook in that area. I helped
law than men do. I think perhaps particular situation and for that entirely with other men, may find
start the Womens Legal Defense
women in the past have been more you need to be able to throw it difficult to adjust to women.
Fund here in the city when I was
public interest oriented' than yourself into a contest and to My hope and my guess is that
in Washington a couple of years
males. I don't mean that in the figure out the best arguments and younger men don't have that
ago .. I've also written for lay
sense that all women pursue that to want to prevail. But I don't
problem as much. That's one of people in the area. eve written
area and that all men don't, but think to do that you need to have the' most valuable aspects of
The Rights of Women which is
externally
aggressive
just that a larger percentage of an
having a big influx of women into
part of an ACLU series of books
people do. I'm not so sure as we characteristic in negotiation, for law school so that the young
on the rights of various classes of
reach real equality that we see instance. I think it's probably
students get used to working with
people. Within the context of law
women and men diverging in counterproductive if you come on each other and don't have any
I've been very active in terms of
those ways. It's really impossible ,too much .like 'asuper aggressive assumptions 'that because you're a trying to organize other' women .to
to predict how women will change. macho type. You're going to man you're smarter or more able
do work on sex discrimination
offend people and get their backs to do the job of a lawyer.
the legal profession.
cases and my own professional
up and you might be far more Q. To what extent do you think
Q. Do you think that feminity
career has basically been dealing
conflicts the adversarial per- .likely to get your way by being that the capacity to bear children
with sex discrimination issues.
pleasant but firm. I think it's interferes
with professional
I've worked on a number of
sonality?
A. No, not at all. I think that more important in that kind of objectives?
things. The most recent has been
sometimes it's actually an ad- situation to have very clearly A. Not at all.
to get the bill to end discrirnivantage. There are situations in thought out what you want, to Q. Have you been active in the nation on the basis of pregnancy
which traditional macho notions know what the legal support for women's liberation movement?
or childbirth
which passed
of masculinity
are actually your position is, to know where A. Yes. I've been one of the Congress, in the middle of Ocharmful. Trial lawyers, for' in- you appear to give, and then to prime organizers of a movement .tober.
stance; might alienate a jury by seek to accomplish your goals in a among women lawyers to use the Q. Do you favor the Equal
coming on too tough. Since the fairly pleasant manner as not law to correct sex discrimination.
Rights Amendment?
being' aggressive. I disagree. My When I was at NYU we had
profession
has
been
A. Sure.
---(continued)

----

,

Even though there have been must recognize it. The white male an adjunct to a partner.
major efforts by schools and
is probably saying to himself, Q. In light of the fact that you
are going to be teaching Conindividuals to break through into
"what have I got going for me?"
male dominated disciplines, there
I don't see why women should be stitutional Law, would you liketo
is a time lag. The great numbers
discouraged.
I think that they comment on the ERA or any
related issues?
of women who are in law school
should be encouraged.
today, have to get through with
Q. Do you think that you have' A. Unfortunately, the ERA has
gotten some bad press from which
their. education, get experience,
been either discriminated against
want to teach and then apply for
or favored in your legal career it may never recover. We talked
about seasons before, and maybe
positions. I suspect that within because you are a woman?
the next few years the number of A. That is a difficult question .the season ·for the ERA has
already passed. Now, one would
women on law faculties will because it is such a complicated
increase greatly. I' believe that
issue. lam concerned that when I have' to be careful because,
there' is some benefit from all do' something successfully people politically speaking, you don't
want to commit all of our efforts
students being exposed to dif- might say that "you're a woman
and you lucked out." I would like and energies to something that
ferent kinds of 'teachers.
If
women in law school have some to think that I''do things strictly 'fails. I am hoping that it does go
that may through but'l have, difficulty 'wit~
ideas about.teaching.Tt-might not onself-worth.whatever
be healthy to see only' a male role mean. f would be dishonest to manipulativeLdevices ' that. go
model. I do not thinktha'ithe low myself, tIiough~ if I didn't think beyond what we would ordinarily
number of wOlnen".pn,
law' that in . some way I had been grant any other amendment to the
Constitution.. When a political
faculti~, will continue {<>rvery helped'iiti'lhe current climaieby,
issue IikeERk arises; I am conlong.'.
.'
: ,1
' the fact'thaf'I am a woman.
the other hand, there are certain cerned with two things. I am
Q. Do you think~hat there are
many female attorneys today who <areas.tbat are of interest to me in concerned that, in my view, the
might consider teaching at a law which I might have some dif- right position prevails. But also I
school, but are discouraged
ficulty achieving. For example, I am concerned that it is done in the
because of the male dominance of
wonder if my corporate clients right way. If ERA succeeds I will
.would feel wholly comfortable if I be happy. If it doesn't, women
most faculties?
were the lead person that they had should not feel that their whole
A. To a certain extent, women
to deal with, as opposed to being effort at achieving equality goes
are.at an advantage now, and they
down the drain.

On

Q. If your career could follow
any path which you desired,
where would i t take you?
A. That is hard to answer
because I do not think in such
long term views. If I had to have a
path,' it would be a path of
variety. I would like to do a lot of
different things before I shuffle
off this mortal coil. I would never
like to grow too complacent or
comfortable. My natural tendency is to settle into a place. I
always have to fight that. At the
office, my routine is regularized, I
know my responsibilities. I am h
ardlysaying that I have exhausted
what J could learn here. What I
most fear in life is becoming too
complacent and. comfortable.
And if that means lhall have to
keep searching aPd·,really not
know where I am ..headed, th en I
prefer th at over knowing where I
am and having a little fence
around me and never getting out.
So I don't. know what I will be
doing twenty years from now, but
I hope that it will be exciting and
interesting and I haven't molted
somewhere.

_.
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THE SBA IS SPONSORING A BOOK EXCHANGE DURING REGISTRATION
" NEXT SEMESTER (JAN. 4 AND 5)
.
..

.
..

,.

JAN. 4 12:00-7:00
.

YOU CAN TURN IN YOUR USED BOOKS FOR THE SBA
TO SELL~ YOU FILL 'OUT THE FORMS, NAME YOUR PRICE
AND ,THE,FREE MARKET SYSTEM WILL WORK IT'S. MAGIC!!

JAN. 5 3:00-7:00 . CHOOSE FROM OUR HUGE SELECTION OF HIGH-LIGHTED
AND GRAFFITIED USED BOOKS. (CASH OR CHECK ONLY
NO VISA, MASTER CHARGE.OR AMERICAN EXPRESS)
::~;f: i! .~:i~'~~iif
:
JAN. 8,9, 3~5:"30 ~;PICK UP YOUR UNSOLD BOOKS AND
. IF YOU ARE LUCKY, YOUR BIG MONEY.
';i

QUESTIONS OR VOLUNTEERS? LEAVE MESSAGE AT SBA OFFICE FOR SUE KELLY OR SOL GOLDMAN

,

.$OC
•.....•.
Let EUGENE McCARTHYtellyou
vvhy STUDENT
the.

'REPRESENTATION

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

on'

Is Important

,

.'Come show your SUPPORTaIG.W.'s

RAL.LY ,

WHEN: Nov. J 6 Thursday: .
WHERE: 3rd F'. Terrace In MarvlnCenfer
TIME: J2:oo-2:00
FREE: Beer and LIve Music

~
~---

...' GWUSA • COllEGE DEMOCRATS· PROGRAM BOARD

~
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It Has Been Decided.
•

Warrantless Bugging
The Alaska Supreme Court
decides that warrantless electronic
monitoring of private conversations is, an unreasonable search
and seizure' which violates the
state's privacy rights. Material
gathered in this manner is
inadmissable as evidence even if
one of the participants has agreed
to the hoax.
Such electronic monitoring is
sanctioned if the officer has
obtained a search, warrant. To
issue a search warrant, a magistrate must be convinced that
probable cause exists to believe
that
surveillance
will yield
evidence of a crime. State v.
Glass, 9/15178 47 LW 1059, Oct.
17,1978

conduct or to conform his
conduct to the requirements of
law. As compared to M'Naghten,
the ALI test adds volitional elements, avoids the all or nothing
language of M'Naghten, and is
flexible enough to adapt to future
changes in psychiatric practice.
People v. Drew, 9126178, 47 LW
1061, Oct. 24,1978.

Peremptory
Challenge-race
discrimination
'
The California Supreme Court
declares that a party may not use
peremptory challenges to exclude
blacks or any other "cognizable
class" on the role basis of their
race or association. Although a
state statute defines a peremptory
challenge as one for which "no
reason need be given", judicial
scrutiny may still be exercised.
A ttorney
Solicitation-bar
The law presumes that a party
rules
The Pennsylvania
Supreme will exercise peremptory challenges to remove prospective
Court affirmed an injunction
enjoining some former associates jurors who appear to have a
of a law firm from soliciting specific unconscious or SUbconformer clients who have active scious bias. When a party
legal matters still pending with the presumes that certain jurors are
biased because they are members
original firm.
The former associates initiated of an identifiable racial, religious,
contacts by phone and in person or ethnic group, and excludes
and mailed form letters that could them from the trial, he violates a
constitutionally
be used to discharge the firm's defendant's
counsel and name one of the guaranteed Tight to trial by a jury
former associates as new counsel. drawn from a representative
The conduct clearly violates DR cross-section of the community.
2-103(A) which proscribes at- Article I & 16, California Constitution.
People
v, Wheeler,
torney
self-recommendation.
9125178,
47
LW
1065,
Oct. 31,
States -may impose sanctions on
1978
attorneys engaging invconduct
that violates this disciplinary rule, .' Probable
Cause-s-suspicious
.even though the conduct involved odor
in constitutionally
protected
The odor of burned marijuana
"commercial
speech".
Adler,
may provide reason to believe
Barish,
Daniels,
Levin and that a particular person smoked it
Creskoffv. Epstein, 10/5/78 47 and, hence, that- there is probable
LW 1061, OCt. 24,1978.
cause for that person's arrest or
that there is a quantity of unCalifornia Adopts ALI Test/or
smoked pot, and hence, probable
Insanity
cause to search for it. People v ,
The California Supreme Court
Hilber, 269 N.W. 2d 159,
declares that the M'Naghten test (Mich.), Federal Case News, Oct.
for insanity will no longer be fol- 13, 1978, p. 27.
lowed in the courts of California.
Malpractice- Wrongful Life
The majority adopts that AmeriThere is no legal right not to be
can Law Institute test which states
born. No cause of action for,
that "a. person is not responsible
for criminal conduct if at the time "wrongful life" exists against a
of such conduct as a result of physician who allegedly impromental disease or defect he lacks perly performed a vasectomy,
substantial capacity either to with the result that plaintiff was
appreciate the criminality of his born with serious deform!ties.JE

ON SALE
SAVE 500/0 AND MORE

Discontinued Law Books
Texts - Reviews - And Others
STUDY NOW FOR FINALS
Good Stock Of
NUT SHELLS AND GILBERTS
Marvin Center - Lower Level

Book Store
Hours
Mon. thru Thurs -.
8:45 to 6:30
Friday
8:45 to 5:00

Book Store
Hours
Mon. thru Thurs.
8:45 to 6:30
Friday
8:45 to 5:00

Elliott v. Brown (Ala.), 361 So.
2d 546, Federal Case News, Oct.
13, p. 28.
Prisons-Rightto
Marry
A New York statute which
permits a state 'prisoner to marry
if he is a "lifer", but not otherwise does not deny equal protection of the law or constitute cruel
or
unusual
punishment.
Muessman v. Ward (N.Y. Sup.
Ct.) 408 N.Y.S. 2d 254, Federal
Case News, Oct. 13, 1978 p. 29
Pro Football-Rozelle Rule
The Eighth Circuit upheld a
settlement granting 5,706 active
and retired professional football
players $13,675,000 in damages
arising from the NFL's enforcement of the Rozelle Rule, which
was struck down in 1976 as a
violation of the Sherman Act.
Reynolds .v. National Football
League (CA. 8) No 77-1753,
'Sept. 27, 1978 W Federal Case
News, Oct. 13, 1978, p. 1.

Recen t judicial
opinions of interest

••

by David Bane

Sex Discrimination-Locker
against black which deprived her
Rooms
of
associational
benefits'.
The refusal of the New York
National
Organization
for
Yankees baseball team to permit 'Women v. Sperry Rand Corp.
female reporters into the locker (D.C. Conn), No H-77-524, Oct.
room denied equal protection to
II, 1978, Federal Case News,
the female reporters. The court
Oct. 27, p. 24.
found that access to the clubhouse
was an important part of the
reporter's job and that only _ Coal-Price Fixing
minimal efforts would be needed
The president of Blue Coal
to protect the players' privacy.
Corporation has been convicted
The involvement of the City of of price fixing. The evidence
New York in the operation of established a conspiracy among
Yankee Stadium provided the the major anthracite .coal comrequisite state action. Ludtke v. panies in northeaster Pennsylvania,
including
Blue Coal
Kuhn (SDNY), N. 77 .Civ. 6301, Coporalion,, to fix, stabilize and'
Sept. 25, 1978, Federal Case
maintain the prices of anthracite
News, Oct. 20, 1978. p. 31.
coal at least for the period betAs sociat ional
bene/its-.
ween 1966 and 1973. U.S. v,
standing
.
A white Woman had standing to Gillen, (M.D. Pa.) No. 77-72-2.
'
. I June27,1978,p.20.FederaICase
s,;,e ~n.d er. 1981. a IIegmg raciai., News Oct.27 1978 .20.
discrimination
m employment
'
,
,p
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Transcendental Meditation
by Barbara Beck
The criminal
correctional
system of the U.S. currently
focuses on rehabilitative objectives as opposed to the prevailing
modes of thought in' past eras of
deterrence and 1or retribution.
The object of criminal law is said
to be societal order; the rehabilitative emphasis is on the development' of': the Indlvlduat-as the
key to an orderly society.
There has been increased interest recently by the psychiatric
and correctional communities in
the use of transcendental meditation as an adjunct to conventional treatment modalities in
the fields of psychotherapy, drug
rehabilitation,
and corrections.
The theory runs: given that the
common denominators of violence, drug abuse, mental imbalance and emotionalinstability are
stress and anxiety, and since
transcendental
meditation
has
beenshown to alleviate operative
stress and anxiety, the implementation of a transcendental
meditation program is a viable
therapeutic alternative.
.
, Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. introduced the transcendental meditation (TM) program to the
western world in 1959. He teaches
that the process of thinking Starts
from the deepest level of consciousness and becomes grosser as
it develops; Eventually it becomes
gross enough to be perceived on
the surface level of consciousness,
the ordinary level· of thinking.
During TM the mind begins at the
conscious level and experiences
thoughts at progressively finer
levels of their development. Ultimately, the mind transcends all
experience of thought and arrives
at the source of thought, which
Maharishi calls pure consciousness or pure awareness. It is said
that through the regular practice'
of TM, the depth of the conscious
mind becomes greater and the
power and capacity of conscious
mind is increased many times.
The practical effect and benefit is
to learn to use the entire range of
the mind instead of the 10 - 15
percent that pscyhologists estimate we now utilize.

Scientific experiments have led The theory, then, is to decrease
tensions and imbalances of a
to the hypothesis that the meditaperson through meditation so that
itive state is a fourth major state
the ability to act favorably in the
of consciousness, the other three
environment will. be enhanced.
being wakefulness,dreaming and
And to the extent that TM can
deep sleep.
strengthen and balance the mind,
TM is not a discipline of mind
control or concentration. It gives it should be a successful technique
vent to the natural tendency of the of both rehabilitation and prevention.
mind, with the aid of a mantra
(sound with a known resonating
effect),
to become free ,of
In a 1972 study at Minnesota
ihoughts
so' that
awareness '-SUlte PrisOll 'atStillwafer.
duTin~,
reaches our consciousness. It is a pilot project using TM as
not associated with any religious' therapy, a 50% reduction in disci-:
or philosophical beliefs, but is plinary offenses among medigeared towards relaxation, in- tation prisoners was shown and a
creased creativity, mental clarity tripling of time spent in clubs and
and emotional stability.. '
recreational activities. Another
In October 1977, the First
study in Boston on nearly 2,000
International
Conference
on. regular meditators evidenced a
Criminology and Consciousness'
drastic reduction in drug use, and
was held to explore the "FUlfill-the
extent of the decrease varied
ment of Law, Justice, and Rehabproportionately with the length of
ilitation through the Development
time the subject had practiced the
of Consciousness." It was chaired technique.J~eduction
of the
by Justice V.R. Krishna Iyer of amountof drug abuse in prisons
the Supreme Court of India.
alone would qualify TM as a
Orderliness was characterized as successful rehabilitation
techboth the objective and the fulfill- nique.)
ment of law. Justice would be
attained only when both the
Many studies demonstrate
collective consciousness and the consistent effectiveness of the TM
individual
consciousness
are technique to accelerate rehab, established in their state of ilitative progress. The potential
perfect order. Then, ultimately, ' applicability 'to the criminal
judicial decisions can harmonize justice system is obvious.
laws of nature with daily behavior
TM could be used in con. of individual. The purpose of
Justice was identified to be rehab- junction with other therapeutic
ilitation .-:.' the restoration of programs or as a program in
creative intelligence. This would itself. Its attractiveness is at least
be achieved, they concluded, 3-fpld: It is an inexpensive
The
through exposure to the state of program to administer.
complete TM program costs
transcendental meditation..
The "Maharishi Effect" is an approximately $600 per client per
experimentally verified principle year. In an institutional setting,
that the growth and harmony of because the program can be
even 1 percent of a population' taught in groups, that cost
practicing TMis
sufficient to becomes approximately $200 per
neutralize negative tendencies and client per year. Some claim that it
give an evolutionary direction to can be self-taught, which of
course entails no cost at all.
the entire community.
Maharishi has said: "crime is Secondly, the technique is very
. evidently a shortcut to satisfying a simple, and therefore would be
craving, a shortcut which goes feasible for anyone to learn.
beyond normal and legal means. Socio-economic background, age,
Crime, delinquency and different and education have little to do
patterns of anti-social behavior with its appeal or success. And
arise' from deep discontent of the finally, it is a positive approach to
mind; they arise from a weak a role change through a profound
mental experience.
mind and imbalanced emotions."

..
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PRODUCTION MEETING
TONIGHn

The··BarakaControversy
in Perspective
by John Seibel
The George Washington Uriiversity Community now probably
knows, if it didn't a month ago,
who the G.W. artist in residence
is. He is well known and well
respected in the writing cornrnunity and has been considered
one of the leaders of black intellectuals. His name, Amiri
Baraka.:
The controversy,
alleged
anti-semitism,
and
freedom of speech.
.
According to Prof. David W.
McAleavey
of the English
Department;
the
Program
Coordinator, Baraka is at the
University as a result of a
program, set up by the late Jenny
McKean Moore and the University. Ms. Moore set up a trust 'in
her will, the income from which
goes to the University to help
fund a program for, writers.
Those funds are matched by the
University and the Artist in
Residence Program is the result.
The artist, who is a literary figure, '
teachestwo classes, one course at
the University for its students and
one free workshop for selected
community members. The goals
of the program are to give the
students at the University an
opportunity
to encounter
a
literary figure to whom they
would not normally have been
exposed. The program seeks to
enrich, the .student.. by offering
,contact

with

an

unusual

and

well respected writer, as anyone in
the English Department will tell
you. He is a spirited and interesting teacher, as some of his
students have publicly stressed.
He would not normally be en. countered by students in a University, as his previous, actual
teaching experience indicates. 'In
short, Mr. Baraka is just what the
program requirements ordered.
What about his alleged antisemitism? Jeff Jacoby, Hatchet
columnist has called Mr. Baraka
"a hate monger, rabble-rouser,
peddler of violence, and antisemite." He has used Baraka's
poetry in order to establish
Baraka's anti-semitism although
Baraka
claims
to
have
"repudiated"
his
cultural
nationalism.
According
to
Baraka, his former philosophy
was based on an incorrect theory
and he no longer holds that
philosophy.
The writings of both Jacoby
'and Baraka display that they are
overwhelmed by a sense of
paranoia.
Jacoby
attacks
Baraka's poetry, a medium which
evokes, as Professor McAleavey
puts it, "high passions" by its
very nature. Baraka wrote an
emotional reflection in h is
poetry, not a personal essay.
Baraka on the other hand
defends himself with a weak,
tortuous claim that what is being
attacked is not his racial stance
but hiIS po liti
.
I rca I views.

creative individual. The program
also seeks to benefit the comrnunity by allowing
people
deprived of a college education an
What should be the place of
opportunity to be involved in a this controversy in the UniverG.W. University program. The sity? Baraka has demonstrated
University which, dominates the that he is a capable writer and
immediate community offers an that " he "is,
according
to
academic experience free of McAleavey, a "reflection of high
charge to deprived community
passion." His class is enjoyed by
members.
'
his students. Most importantly, as
Academic qualificatioris of the chairman
of
the
English
artist which would usually playa
Department had stressed to the
determinative role in the selection other members of the selection
, of professors, are suspended. The committee and the rest of the
only real qualifications the artist English Department
that he
need possess are respect in~he
would not, and he has not, used
writing community and an ability his teaching position as a forum
toteach.
,.
'for racial rhetoric. He, teaches
How does this relate to Mr. creative writing. Does the UniverBaraka?
Clearly,
his sity have a duty to investigate his
qualifications fill the requisite, of thoughts and beliefs even had
the University. He is both creative Baraka not repudiated his antiand unusual, as anyone, familiar semitic statements? Given what
with his writing will know. He,isa ' the University looks for in

Cafe Hollywood & Vine
Flaming Charcoal Broil N.Y,
Strip Steak on French Bread

S1.89
Served with French.sauce,onions.
Hot Peppers
Serving a wide variety of
the Best Subs in Town
- All on delicious French Bread

2006 I St. N.W. 296·3473
Hours: 11 am to 1 am,

selecting the artist and given what
this artist provides, a cultural,
political and maybe even racial
mouthpiece, it would appear that
the University by making such
inquiries and using them as
criteria for selection would be
destroying the very things it seeks
to promote with the program, not
to mention the resulting infringement on artists' personal
freedom.

Upper class moot court
2d round arguments
Thurs., Nov. 16
8:00 p.m,

Dean

Search
The first -jomt conference
between the Faculty and Student
Dean Search Committees
is
scheduled to be conducted at 4: 15
p.m. on Monday, November 20.

LA W REVUE - The musical variety show of the season,will
be having its f~t production meeting Wednesday,November 15,

at 8:00 pm room 101.

'

All interes...tedlaw students are welcome ~ Weneed performers,
technical, stagehands, everyone!!!!!!!!
All those who attend the meeting win be in the show. You too
can bea star!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
.

.

"

NEW AND USED LAW BOOKS ":'

COMPARE OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU BUY LAW BOOKS ELSEWHERE
Washington's largest selection of legal supplies and study aids
Coif and Casenotes,' Gilbert's, Legalines, Nutshells, Hornbooks, Ziontz, etc.

READY CASH FOR OLD CASEBOOKS
LERNER LAW BOOK CO. FIRST AND E STREETS, N.W. WASH., D.C. 20001

THE NEW COPYRIGHT LAW
:,Will Be, Discussed, By Mr. ;Waldo Moore,' Assistant
register-of the Copyright Office. ' "
Wednesday, November 15th, 8:00 p.m.
Poorn B-02, Basement' otStockton Hall
at the National, Law ,Center.
Sponsored by. the Student Intellectual
Property law' Association

'

Orange Crush
filling up fast too. You like to see friends, the singing and the news
a big crowd, like to be part of it; is all part of it, but this if; IT, this
and at Martyrs Memorial the is when you lose yourself in
..crowd is always big on Sunday someone, who is more you than
nights. Yes, things will start soon you can ever be.
For years you've listened to
now;' the ushers are leading
people to seats way way up in the that big voice in this church, on
public
top center balcony. You wait, television, in outdoor
directing your gaze down over the meetings, in street rallies and
rail to the massive pulpit as big as when he wouldn't stop and they
a small room and studded with threw him' in prison you still
heard
that voice pounding
three microphones.
through the lesser man who read
Walking to church with' your'
A door opens in the wall behind
out his messages" from prison.
family on Sunday night, the first the pulpit and Reverend Ian
And all the time he was telling
thing you see is the huge Union
Paisley - that giant in black and
you what you knew was right.
Jack flying atop a floodlit flag- white! '- steps out and' climbs
You've heard him tell you of
pole. The banner is the badge of' -into the pulpit. You've seen him
treachery in Rome, Westminster
to deliver Ulster to the honor of
Martyrs
Memorial
Free
come out like that a thousand
and Dublin, of power-hungry
His Own Glory, that's what He's
Presbyterian Church and you can times but it still gives you that
politicians and traitorous deals,
going to do it for. Because God's
see it shining from a long way off warm little glow of pride to look
of gunhappy Fenian murderers
glory is at stake in this matter."
as you .walk 'down Belfast's. at the big man who knows your
and conniving ecclesiastics.
And God wants you to help: "It is
Ravenhill Road in the early winter problems and Ulster's so well and
And all the time he was telling not pulpit ornaments that God
. darkness. You like to see the flag is not afraid to speak- his mind
up there- it seems to invest the and follow God's word. You can 'you what you knew was right. "I requires," Reverend Paisley tells·
believe," he once said, "it's
you, "but prophets who will fight
new gray brick and glass building 'tell. just by looking' at him that
priestcraft and Romanism lies at the Lord's battles. Weaklings are
with authority to preside over the 'he's right, that God carved him
not recruited in the Lord's army.
dingy red brick rowhouses that
out like a living statue with every the very heart of Ireland's
troubles." You knew that too and God wants those who are absoline the street.
line sharp and clear. He dwarfs
you knew he was right when he. lutely sold out in His service.
As you get closer you see the .most men in the congregation:
and dare
told you that' "priests of Rome Those who wiIldo
cars parked along the street, the over six feet tall with broad back
'
'"
people walking who live close to' and shoulders accentuated by the have been notorious drunkards ... anything for Him."
outrageous whoremongers ... and
the church and the big buses 'close-buttoned black frock coat
Yes, you know a lot is being·
diabolical murderers." And when asked of you but you do what you
bringing people from the poorer
fitted tightly at the chest and
he sometimes told you of things can. When the collection plate is'
Shank ill Road and Sandy Row billowing out from the belly to the
passed during the last hymn you
knees.
White
clerical
collar
above
you
had no way of knowing about
areas and from out of the city.
put three pound notes in with the
- of Rome's plan "to reconquer
You don't know them all by name pure black; square jaw with thick
other
bills. It takes money to'
our
nation
by
papalizing
our
or even by sight but you feel at lips; black and steelgray hair
Royal House of Windsor" carryon God's work and you are
ease together:' you know from last smoothed back. You. know he
even then you knew' he was right glad to be able to give. Younger
week and the week before and the knows.:
and you knew it before he spoke.
men can do more. Reverend
week before that that once the
You watch him sit down and do
singing starts and that big voice the preliminaries. He readies the'
But thank God he is here with Paisley himself does perhaps the
, booms out, .the glow will come tape recorder which records each
you and knows God's plan for most.
You look down at him
again and that shining face you service for radio broadcast. He
Ulster. When he speaks of the evil
see singing across the room will be checks Bible references, arranges
on all sides you know he is right speaking. He needs all of that
as well known to. you as your'
papers.' The -congregation
is
because you can see .it too, so huge pulpit to move around in.
own. So now as you come to the growing quieter; everyone is ' when he speaks of God in Ulster He moves around like a big cat.
big triple doors you do something
watching him. Reverend Paisley's
he must be right too. For after all, down there, looking at you, at the'
you can't really do during the son comes out loudly on the organ
he is a man of God and closer to other side of the balcony, and
,week, you smile lit people you and you stand with the congreHim than you are. You feel good sweeping you all in together with
don't know because, after, all, gation even before the Reverend
when he tells you "God is going his arms. He has been in prison
they're just.like you and together
rises and shouts "Let's all sing!"
you are why there is a Free You begin with "In the Sweet Bye
Presbyterian Church, an Orange
and Bye" and sing with feeling,
Order and a Northern Ireland.
especially when he calls for the
Inside the door you shake balcony to try to outsing the
hands with your old, friend distri- ground floor on alternate verses.
An AcI Review'
theticals, perhaps?),
and the
buting well-worn .~.hymnbooks
Then at the end you slip into,
dangling earrings are a bitmuch;
stamped "Christ for Ulster" and. "The Old Rugged Cross" the way
by Wendy Gordon
but maybe they do things diflead your wife and two teenagers
he likes you to do, without stopferently in New York.
up the stairs to the gallery.
ping. "That was good singing,"
Segments of the business world
On the other hand, what does
Walking down the carpeted
heb~oms out and you smile as
are trying to make a bit of profit
Cosmopolitan's idea of a law
corridor upstairs, you feel good:cyoU SItdown..
....•. ... ;'
off' the .growing professional;
student have to say for herself?
you've got an all-right job,make
'. "Good to see you all heretowomen's market. That's no sin.
The first line is perhaps the bestr
enough to pay thebillsr.take the m~ht. qladyou could allco~e.
With'. .rising visibility and num-' "Law school is difficult,lots of
wife out, for a drink on Saturday
It s a tnt. cold o~t there tonight
bers;the independently affluent,
hard work, and long hours but
night and buy the kids Sunday
but}
t~mk we II . hav~ a hot
female is a natural target. One, never a drag!" Law school?
clothes' Things would be fine""; -meetmg 10 here tonight If we get
lawyer we know goes so far as to
Never a drag?' Not even an itty
as good as they were five, ten to w~rk chasing th~.oevil.:'
.'
welcome the attention .. "On the
bitty one? Who on earth is this
years ago,-if it wasn't for those . Its that old. voice again, T1~h" .day you open up a barassoeiation]
female? She's That Cosmopolitan
IRA madmen, if it wasn't for and smooth, fnendly but hard 10
journal and see as many ads for i. Girl.
shilly-shallying
politicians
in there. too somew~ere.
He's.
tampax as for ties, ·.you'll know'
Verbally and physicallygushing
Stormont and Westminster if it chuckling now, talking of' the
we're winning," is more or less down the page, gazing seductively;
wasn't for sell-out preachersmore
congregation - "the people of
how. she puts it. However, a
and holding open her blouse,
interested in being friendly with the Lord" he calls you- and ~he recent
advertisement
for'
That Cosmopolitan "Girl is an
Rome than preserving what King growth of the Free Presbyterian
Cosmopolitan magazine makes us . embarrassment. She can't get far
, Billy fought for.
Church here and in the country-.
wonder how easy it will be to tell
in most sentences without underYou take your seat where you -side. He talks of his speaking
the wins from the losses.
lining some fantastic word or
always sit and look around. You enga~ements
thro~ghout
the
The Cosmopolitan ad appears.
adding an exclamation point, and
like to arrive early so you can Province, of commg Church
in October twelfth's Wall Street
she's so turned on one wonders if'
listen to the organ music and' events and of mo~ey collect~d and
.Journal. A' sultry model with
she's ever had a chance to think;
watch the people come in, .all needed. Many thmgs are gomg on
dangling earrings and open blouse
The ad says she made her decision
dressed up for church. Bright and when he .tellsyou;tbout them'
gazes out from· the page, telling. to be a lawyer when she was
colors sprinkle the large sanc- you are ~art ofthem.'
."
advertisers, "If you want toreach
thirteen years old, and a reader
tuary,lots of red, white and blue:
You sIDg an~ther hymn tWice me you'll find me reading Cosmomight infer from her level of
a woman wears a dark blue hat . t~rough and Sit, down ready to. politan."
Who is this limpid
discourse that deciding to be a
with a red and white band, a man Itsten to the ~erm~n. Now~ th~t
beauty, awash with potential
lawyer causes little girls to suffer'
sports a red coat with blue thupderous .vOlce ~III. boom, w~1I purchasing power? Why,a law
permanent brain damage - or at
trousers and white shirt. The
w~lsper, . Will be mdl~nant, wdl
student, of course!
least confirms in them art admurmur of voices and the rustle ,ca~ole, Willdema~d, Willsa~ those
Bravo! Law students (or womdiction to cheerleading. Reactions
of people being seated blends with thmgs you can t . say, w~lI. p~t
en lawyers) have become a
to the ad which we've heard range
the soft organ music to give you w~rd.s to your feelings. ThiS IS It,
market, and beautiful, too. Of
from
"hilarious"
to
your Sundaynight message.
t~IS IS what y~u co~e fo.r. The
course, one rarely sees that open a
"disgusting."
The seats downstairs are almost
m~ht out, the ~hattmg With old
blouse in class (to distract the
Reassuringly, a gentleman at
all taken now and the balcony is friends' and With, Sunday-only
torts professor from his hypoCosmopolitan's
promotion
(Editor's note: This article was
written in London in 1973 after
Mr. Glazier spent eight months
living in Belfast. Rev. Paisley is as
vigorous a preacher as ever, now
in the House of Commons. The
sounds of gunfire and terrorist
bombs are still heard occasionally
in Northern Ireland and the beat
goes on.)
By Jonathan Glazier

twice and remained undaunted.
You can easily believe the story he
tells of having a young man come
up to him after one service and
confess that he had come to
murder him but now he would
follow him. "We preach Christ
crucified" he booms out, arms
wide to both sides of the house,
and the big gold script letters high
on the gray brick wall behind him
tell you again.
' .. d,
'.,
Aftenhe service you go outside
with' your family, Reverend
.
Paisley counsels members of the
. congregation. after Sunday night
services but you never go. It is
enough to know he is there and
that you are a part. of his being
there.
You walk back down Ravenhill
.Road not talking, feeling good,
remembering the words and the
fine voice hanging in the air. Because you've seen it so many
times' you don't even notice the
drawing on a brick wall of a man
on. horseback,carefully captioned
"William of Orange, 1690." Nor
do you notice next to it the word
"PAISLEY" in slapdash white
paint.

That Cosmopolitan· Girl
department told us that the blurb
was' wrltien by Cosmopolitan
editors. SO" at least none of our
sisters-in-the-law was responsible
for this pieceof breathless prose,
The woman in the ad is apparently nota law student, so, reassuringlY,baring one's breast is
not a prerequisite to successful
oral argument in New York.
We're left with a magazine which
does cater to a significant number
of professional
women (the
promotions gentleman informed
us that Cosmopolitan is estimated
to have almost one and one-half
million professional/managerial
women as readers), but which is
broadcasting an image of those
women that bears little resemblance to any of the realities we
are familiar with.
One hopes that Wall Street
Journal readers know how to take'
a grain of salt with such ads, but
it is still disquieting that some of
those. readers might.· make their
first acquaintance with women
lawyers via That Cosmopolitan
Girl. Whatever Portia's market
power, she's not winning so long
as her commercial images" are
more attractive to ad men than
they are to her.
If you're interested in the ad, it
appears at page nine of the Wall
Street .Journal of October 12,
1978. Enjoy, enjoy.

..

Martin Luther on 14th Street
"Wer nieht liebt Wein, Weib und Gasarg, Der
bleibt ein Narr sein Leban lanf'."

Alexander Hamilton in front of the Treasury
Department
"A national debt, if it is not excessive, will be
to us a national blessing."

Benjamin Franklin across from the FBI
"Dost though love life? Then do not squander
time, for that's the stuff life is made of."
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by Dana Dembrow

~:::P:_\/Q v:r

, Edmund Burke in a Mass. Ave. park
i "It is not what a lawyer tells me I may do but
I what humanity.
reason and justice, tell' me I
. ought to do. "

..... ..,
Ab~~ham Lincoln at Superior Court
"
.'.
..
"People who like this sort of thing will find this sort of thing they like .
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CLEO Conference on Rascism and Bar Exams
by Joan Hodge

profit-making institution and not
by Galvan involves the grading of
the test. It is alleged that bar
Perhaps the bar examiners have a government institution."
COULD THE BAR BE CULexaminers first look at names of
unwittingly placed themselves in a
the examinees and then whimsi"flypaper"
situation
by at- TURALL Y BIASED?
The accusations that minorities
cally decide which one deserves to
tracting a plethora of accusations
and
be thrown into the bottomless pit.
and allegations regarding their are being intentionally
systematically excluded through
thereby reviving the exam inees'
examination process of the NBE.
. question formulation process is nightmarish struggles to reach the
top. Not so, reports Galvan,
It is noted by educators that in not new. Ques tion formulation
"Anonymity is preserved by using
this particular situation, a pro- has been labeled as a subtle devise
portion of the number of grad- to increase the failure rate of cross-referenced number system.
applicants.
Galvan
The code or key is only available
uate law students who are mino- minority
to the Exec. Secretary of the
rities are having increasing diffi- explained that due to the cultural
Board and not to any member of
culty in passing the bar exami- heritage of Native Americans,
the Board or any other person."
nations than white law school Chi canoes and American Blacks
SAMPLE
QUESTIONS
&
graduates. The Honorable Joe H. (and poor whites) in general, it.is
ANSWERS
Galvan responded to those ques- difficult for them 110 be adept in
The New Mexico bar examiners
tions at a workshop sponsored by' relating to questions tailored for
the white middle class culture
commission uses bar questions
The Council on Legal Education
from law professors across the'
Opporturiity. The National Sym- Bar exam critics, noted Galvan,
country. However, it is a rule that
posium convened Oct. 6-7 at the say that to eliminate the cultural
none may come from the state of
Howard Univ. School of Law. handicap is to provide a testing
New Mexico. This lowers the
The theme was" Advancing Legal method in a different fashion
problems of receiving questions
Education: The First Decade of Another is to encourage oral
examinations geared toward the .that may be handed out to local
CLEO 1968-78."
culture of the minority involved.
law students that could be used in
Galvan is currently a member
Galvan realized that testing
the bar exam before it takes place.
os the Board of Bar Examiners
conditions have been criticized as
The answers are then prepared
for the State of New Mexico in intensifying the anxieties of the by the individual who submits the
addition to serving as the District
already tense exam inees. Instead.
question. However. the examiners
Judge for the Third Judicial Dis- the critics suggests that test atare concerned about test validity,
trict for the State of New Mexico.
mosphere should be purposed for
so they compare suitable answers
from various experts in the field.
In examining the current issues comfort where direct supervision
of the examinee is absent.
Galvan added that they exclude
surrounding bar exams and' their
applicants, Galvan expressed a . THE ISSUE OF SCORE AVER- any: questions that have answers
AGING
that are questionable. TheNBE
personal concern for minorities
A sophisticated
method,
results are submitted to theentering the exam as their final
supposedly designed to keep the National Conference
of Bar
step in the certification process.
legal profession small in number
His discussions primarily focused
and a lucrative specialization, is
on 3 areas of concern: responding
to criticisms he heard while done in the averaging of scores
process. Says Galvan, " .. .if you
serving as a board bar examiner;
bombed one question, it wouldn't
providing insight into the board
be possible to make it up on
bar exam process in carrying out
another question." He further
the mandate of the state supreme
court; and to issue board ap- explained that the questions them-

Examiners. " ... once those ques- should find how that can be
tionable questions have been resolved by using the various
dropped' after given everypossi- diciplines in $ research study of
bility to correct th e answer then bar examinees."
the final (test) key is prepared." ------------..,
The following step is to determine
~
the test validity by submitting the
scores from essay exams to ETS
along with the NBE and essay
~
scores.
TEST VALIDITY
"If the correlations of our test
is adequate or satisfactory in
comparieon with the NBE, then
we feel that our test is proven
reliable and valid."
WILLING TO IMPROVE
Receptiveness to suggestions in
making changes by New Mexico
This socce contributed
bv
the publisher
as
public service.
bar board examiners is reported
by Galvan. They are considering
whether the exam should be given
in sections similar to the CPA
exams. For instance, if the
examinee fails with a certain
grade score, he should not have to
repeat the entire exam by answering questions he has successfully
passed.
.
Also, the Board wants to take a
closer look at the subtle question
formula of the NBE· on essay
For free information.
write to:
ORUNK DRIVER. Box 2345
questions.
Rockville. Maryland 20852
Judge Galvan summed his
discussion by saying, "Instead of
casting blame on why there is a
disproportionate
failure rate of
minorities. if that is the case, we

Give to the
American
Cancer
Society
0

10 MINUTES
OF YOUR TIME
COULD SAVE

A FRIEND'S LIFE.

SBA ANNOUNCES
THE THIRD ANNUAL

proved recommendations to those
who have shown the minimum

selves should have a score. no
lower than 40. "Because jf (the

exam) starts from zero to 100 on
requirement competency' to practice law in the state of New . any particular question, then the
medium score for that question is
Mexico.
Galvan reports that the above such that if one question is
allegations originate' from law missed, that there's no way that
(the examinee) can pull. up and
school professors,
practicing
attorneys, successful and un- fail to get overall average of 70."
"Statistical analysis by experts
successful
examinees
and
members of the judiciary. He has in test and measurements have
accepted the invitation by his proven that this is true. These
tests should range from 40 to 100
state supreme court to investigate
the question of intentional exclu- to be fair to all examinees."
ARE BAR EXAMINERS PARAsion of minorities, Chicanoes,
Native Americans and Blacks, in NOID?
.Galvan said that he personally
the exam grading process.
ARE BAR EXAMS NECES- noted a certain degree of hostility
on the part of the established bar
SARY?
been so
The views are diverse. Some examiners. "They've
argue that taking the bar exam is oftened criticized and sued that
an added burden to show compe- they've become offensive." He
tency in receiving. a degree, describes the "different camps"
of parties: the law' school profesreports Galvan. And that after.
having spent 3 years in law sors in one camp, the board bar
school, there should .be other examiners in the other and the bar
means of testing prospective law association forming the third
practioners. It has been suggested group. Each partake iri the
manual dexterity exercise of
that an.alternative to bar exams,
finger pointing at the other.
such as clinical law programs,
We are reminded by the pancould stimulate actual practical
experience as part of the test elist that this type of fault-finding
must be eliminated and replaced
conditions - a lawyer would
normally be subjected. The issue with constructive dialogue. In this
here, says Galvan, is that exami- way each can make a sincere
nations should not be designed to attempt to " ... qualify and accrequery how well an individual can dit applicants and make every
summon his retentivity, nor to effort to try to pass examinees
test cramming proficiencies to and do not, from what I have
observed, try to exclude or find
show minimal competency.
.
In response to non-ABA accre- methods of increasing the failure
with balancing of the mandate."
dited graduates who bitterlyHowever, he was quick to add
complain that they are deprived
that bar examiners do have a duty
of taking the bar exam, Galvan
responds, "The state of New and obligation to the public at
large and to their respective state
Mexico states that only graduates
supreme court.
of ABA accredited law schools
IS ANONYMITY
RIGORare qualified to take the bar
OUSL Y UPHELD?
examination and is discriminatory
A common accusation observed
against a law school that may be a
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Re.fkctionsof a JD./MD.
Why do I get a pain in my gut
whenever anyone says that school
sucks?

Philadelphia based solely on what
W.C. Fields had to say.) Take a
few moments to get, a glimpse of
••
what might be going on at that
I entered law school in August,
"other"
professional school a
1975 and completed 2 full years
few blocks away.
before taking leave during the
Have you ever wondered why
1977-78 academic year to compleso many lawyers have nervous
te pre-med requirements for ap- twitches? I will never forget my
plication to medical school. I will first day of law school when in
finish my law degree in May, 1979 class #1 to stand, recite and
and hopefully begin medical answer questions for 30 minutes
school next fall.
' in front of the class. 1will conIt is not my intention here to ex- firm for you medical folk that law
plain what prompted the varia- school can be as terrifying as
tion in my career plans. But I am "The Paper Chase" would have
eager to discuss some ,of my im- you think.
pressions about legal and medical
It was fascinating to watch the
education and practice, based on first year med students prepare
what I have actually and vica- for their initial anatomy exam.
riously experienced. There are too There are so many bones, nerves,
many 'nearsighted members of muscles etc. to learn on their
both professions who are willing cadavers that they conjure up a'
to bear arms against either myriad of bizarre mnemonics to,
memorization
and
lawyers or doctors en masse. (I facilitate
pigeon-hole those turkeys with regurgitation. A med student can
people who profess to despise screw up the first ,mid-semester

•

the enterprising Jaw student who
Jobs with large law firms depends
anatomy exam so badly that there
is only a faint hope of passing the 10n being selected for the Law initiates the first note-taking
Review. A 78.456 average for 84 service?
course in spite of relentless dediProspective lawyers should
cation to studying for the follow- .credits and 3 years of law school
stop being so damned concerned
ing ten weeks. If you fail the .may be worth honors at graduacourse, go directly to summer tion. 78.454 may leave you in the labout securing their futures at
tthis point. In my four years at the
school, do it again. In the alter- [pack.
Law Center, every person I knew
native, do not pass go, do not go
The second year medical
on to second year, do not collect students' lectures are like a Metro who thought they wanted a legal
$200. Penalty: repay $10,000 stop at rush hour. The perpetual ,job; persevered, and got one.'
tuition and start over.
motion of students between class, 'Some of them had absolutely
The first semester of law school gym, library and the Macke room 'miserable grades. There. are
numerous more effective and
is it hellish, 15 week pressureis made possible by a note-taking
cooker with little or no feedback
service. A student tapes each gratifying ways to become a more
attorney
without
to indicate what students do or do class, transcribes the notes and competent
not understand. December arrives
often has them corrected by the studying all the time. At the ,law
and you have three fateful hours
teacher before they are' dis- school each semester, less than
to convince each professor via tributed to the students. But why 10070 of the student body takes adpen and bluebook that you are a aren't the lectures insulted when a vantage of the various clinical. Ope
shining star in the legal world.
class of 200 dwindles to 50 by portunities for credit. OW law
hour's end? All' eyes are on the students live ina unique environPray that (s)he is benevolently
inclined when the 10-20 page law student who dares to leave in ment for getting a taste of almost
every facet of their profession.
answer is graded with a single ,,the middle of a class. The reaction
number from 45 to 100. Re- -of Professor Kayton et al. to a From my two year experience
member when you are writing
comparable exodus at the law with the Public Defender Service
those exams that selection to the school wouldtumble the walls of at 'St. Elizabeths Hospital •. it
Law Review depends on grades. Stockton. What fate might befall 'seems imperative to become
.involved outside of the academics
of school to begin to understand
how the law really works.

Profile of Profs Up for-Tenure

Medical students never have to
, consider whether or not they will
be able to get a job. But why are
there so many people at Ross Hall
obsessed with getting "Honors"'?
Why are people so anxious' to
know how others performed on
an exam'? I am heartened,
though, by how actively conscious many of the medical
students are of the challenges
which face their profession, e.g.
spiraling costs of medical care

and continued inadequatedistribution of medical services.

• • •

I have tempered many of my
perceptions and emotions. The
praise, could have been signifigantly more zealous, the criticism more severe. The reason that
I get a pain in my gut when someone says that school sucks is
because, everyone can make
simple efforts to enjoy their professional, education. Open eyes
and minds will be rewarded. I
searched for words that might
make you stop and think, if you
have not already done so. about
what you are doing and why you
are doing it. It is well worth your
,time. At least it was for me.

OeraIdM. Caplan
Birth: Chicago, Illinois
Family: Single
,
.
Education: B.A. Northwestern Univ., M.A: Political Science-Northwestern Univ., J.D. Northwestern Univ, FalkFellow,Yale,
Political
Science
.
"
Favorite Related Book: Bleak House-Charles Dickens
Most Respected Judge: Learned Hand, Holmes, Second Justice Harlan
Hobbies: Photography, reading
Favorite Recent Film: Harold and Maude; The Last Detail
Favorite Liquor: Cognac
. ; .
Advocate: What is the purpose of law school?
'..
. '.
Prof. Ca~lan: The purpose of law s~hool, as 1 see It, IS to onent the
student With the skills that he/she.wllI. need to beco,me al~w~er, In,:
eluded in this isa basic understandmgof.th~ funda~entals (i.e. how to
analyze a case). In the first semester, this IS more Important than the
imparting of general legal knowledge.
_
Advocate: What is your role as a professor of law?
Prof. Caplan: I try to use a non-judgmental, empirical approach to give
the students confidence to reason through cases on their own. I attempt
to give the students a sense of the way}hel~~alp~oce~so,p~ratecs without being a spokesman for the system-or a entre of Its wearnesses.
Advocate: Have students changed since you've gone to law school?" .
Prof. Caplan: Very much so, and I think.for. th~'.·1?ett~rt1h~at4t~sphere in law school today is more relaxed and, rne~dlywHhgu~.bemg
less serious. Faculties have changed as well. When I was in law school,
many professors were severs, remote, and extremely busy. Today there
is less of a gap between students and professors. Professors are more
conscious of what students are thinking..
'.
",-,'
Advocate: Why do you teach the courses that you do?
Prof. Caplan: My professional experience is in criminal justice, as a
federal prosecutor, general counsel to the D.C. police department, and
later as head of the National Institute of the Department of Justice.

,

~-----_.._._-_._. __ .._ ..

:
:

Washington', Only ScIe:lCe
Fiction and Mystery Specialty
Book Shop. .

I
Birth: New York, New York
Family: Married, one son
Educa.tion: B.A. Cornell, J.D. Yale , .
Favorite Law-related Book: Courts on Tnal-Jerome
Frank
Most Respected Judge: Activist Judges
:';
i
Hobbies: Music, tennis, reading '; ,',
Favorite Recent Film: The Turning-Point
Favorite Liquor: Campari
'
Advocate: What is the purpose of law school?
Prof. Solomon: The purpose of law school is to train students for the
practice of law, both private practice and public service" by teaching
them legal doctrines, skills, and the broader policy approaches.
A,~voca~e:What is ~our role as a p~ofessor oflaw? .
.
Prof. Solomon: Using a problem-type approach, I try to develop Ihe
practical and policy skills that the students, need for the practice of law.
Advocate: Have students changed since you've gone to law school?
,
Prof. Solomon: I don't really think-there have been any major changes.
I have found O. W. students to be bright and well-motivated,
Advocate: Why do you teach the courses you do?
.',.
Prof. Solomon: My professional experience is in these fields and they
are the areas of greatest interest to me.
Advocate: How and why did you end up in Washington, D.C.?
prof. Solomon: The resources are excellent and much of the work I am
interested in concerns the public aspects of so-called private transactions.
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Law Revue
by Dr. Snakeoil

Are you bored with the drudgery of the day-to-day grind
(Maxwell House)? Are you sick of
looking at the same old cases? Do
you put your feet on automatic
pilot, and, they windup taking
you to the Law Library? Do you
want to change your life? Meet
new people? Go to the Bahamas?
Is that what's. troubling you,
Bunky?
'
'Well, Bunky, there's help on
the way (Except for the Bahamas
part, that is), because no everyone
can be on Law Revue. You say
you've never seen it spelled that
way? Of course not-Law Revue
isn't a collection of case reviews,
it's the new ratter-shaking, soonto be-rave-reviewed show starring

none other than ... YOU!
That's right, Bunky, you can't
hide the face that your heart is in
the footlights. It doesn't matter
that the last' time you got up in
front of an audience was for
Speech 101 your freshman year.
Yubelong
in show biz, and
whether you can act, dance, .sing,
or even walk across the stage
(There.s a future in crowd
scenes), the Law Revue needs
you. (The Law Rvue also needs
those wonderful folks who bring
you lighting and sets.)
Face up to it Bunky, you need
the Law Rvue as much as the Law
Revue needs you. If you missed
the first production meeting,
watch the bulletin boards-you
still have time to get into the act.

Son';st at N.C.F.A.
by Jim Sweeney
Alan Sonfist grew up in the
South Bronx near Hemlock
Forest, one of the last forests in
New York City.' The forest
became a refuge from the city for
him.
'
Now, thirty-two, years later,
Son fist has used conventional and
unconventional
materials
to
create a show at the Smithsonian's National Collection of
Fine Arts entitled "Alan Sonfist/Trees." The combination of
his name and the subject is appropriate Sonfist considers
trees to be an essential part of his
life, and the exhibit is as much
about him as it is about trees.
Trees have played an important
part in most mythologies, and the
tree as a symbol of the life cycle
bas been used in many faiths.

Free Association '
by Dino J~Gentile

tion. We need not look for an
,
overall theme (chances are there
This past Sunday November 12 isn't one). Rather, we focus on
had the pleasure of observing each moment and enjoy it for
"Free
Association,"
a what it is. In the words of one of
dance/theatre company special- the company, "When the moment
izing in the art of improvisation.,
is over, it's time t move on to
This ensemble also performed last whatever is happening next."
Tuesday, November 7 as part of
The performance demands that
the Lisner at Noon series.
each member of the company
We need only to observe this become a director, actor, writer
performance group once to begin and choreographer - and that
to appreciate what they offer. The each is able to understand quickly
method isimprovisaton, ranging
his or her role in a given segment,
from directed movement to spon- or perhaps not to become inraneous mania. either of ,which
volved at all. The moments work,
may involve one performer or the the moments do not work. When
entire company, Each performthey do not, we feel like joining in
ance consists of a series of move- to add our bit of choreography or'
ments, combined with (but not set our response to what has taken
to) music, most of the moments
place to help them work; when
quite unconnected to one anothr
they do work, we feel the need to
in the way one part of a play offer congratulations on the spot,
follows from the last and leads to but we control ourselves, because
the next. The actual physical
the next moment has already
activities are, however, usually
begun and we have to see what
connected from one moment to happens next; we are involved in
the next. It may be dance, or it ,the performance.
may take on the appearance 'Of a '': For those of you who wish to
small scene, complete with narraremain strict traditionalists, there

This small exhibit takes the was formed by leaving a canvas
lying in a forest for a week. After
viewer into the private mythology
of Alan Sonfist. It's sort of like that, wax was poured over the
reading someone else's diary: not leaves that dropped onto the
all of it makes complete sense. canvas. He pasted a leaf onto silkWhat is obvious is how much screened paper. The paper and the
leaf were originally the same
trees mean tohim.
Sonfist approaches trees from color, but have different fading
note says "they
every conceivable angle: sketches times.Sonfist's
of trees and leaves, a diagram of separate, in color but will eventhe chemical changes in a leaf tually become one again in
color."
turning color, gilded acorns.
Wherever
you grew up,
Many of his objects echo other,
more familiar objects: his enor- ' "Trees" will certain enchant you
mous bark tracings are similar to and give you a new perspective on
tombstone tracings, the glass jars familiar objects. The exhibit confilled with leaves and bark (his tinues through January 7,1979.
, The' National Collection of
"gene bank" for the future)
could've come from an 18th cen- Fine Arts is at 8th and G Streets,
NW, at Gallery Place Metro
tury apothecary shop.
station, and is open every day
At other times he approaches
the avant-garde. His leaf collage .from 10 a.m, to 5:30 p.m. Admission is free.
.

Heller in Vegm

is much to observe here. What'
may be learned from this kind of
"Those students who haven't yet
work is applicable to virtually
figured out how to get around the
every theatre piece. Keep in mind
library from reading "In Between
that a play is a seris of moments,
the Sheets" should refer any quesas is the work of "Free Associations to Jim Heller this week
tion." Here we simply have the
before he leaves to perform with
performers writing the piece as it "Winslow Ridge," a five-piece
transpires before us. I particularly
folk/rock band that will appear at
enjoyed the way the characters (or
the Sahara in Las Vegas, Nevada.
dancers, or whatever role they
It seems that our Associate Law
take on) worked off one another, • Librarian is the lead guitarist for
and when they chose not to.
the band, which began several
Sometimes the performers realyears ago when Mr. Heller and his
ized the certain things r are not
accompanying musicians were in
meant to be, and so they/move on. law school in San Diego.
to something new. One can learn
a great deal about improvisation,
Jim Heller leaves the Jacob
acting, dance, or any experience
Burns Law Library at the end of
that causes us to stretch ourselves,
this month for the journey to
to act and react, and to be sensiVegas, where he will appear on
tive to our surroundings.
December 9. He is also appearing
at the Birchmere in Shirlington
Amidst the blossoming of
Virginia, with singer Lynn Talley
dance companies that has ocon Monday, November 20 at 9:00
curred in the last two years, "Free
p.m,
Association has earned a special'
place. Look for their performances around Washington
next semester.

Jim Heller
Associate Law Librarian

Off to See the Wizard
by Thecla Fabian
There is one main reason to
catch the movie version of The
Wiz as soon as possible - for the
fun of it. The Wiz is a, movie
made to be enjoyed. It is the allblack, updated, big-city version
of The Wizard of Oz, combining
dazzling special effects with a
delightful musical score and a talented cast who certainly seemed
to be enjoying themselves. It is
very easy to find yourself being
captured by the spirit of the
movie. We weren't the only ones
to leave the theater singing or
humming "Ease on Down the
Road."
For those of us who grew up
with The Wizard of Oz, all of our
old friends are back and New
York City is just as enchanting as
Kansas. "Certain
stories are
eternal," says the Wiz's producer
Rob Cohen.
"Every' culture
develops interpretive myths which
lend themselves to adaptation and
re-interpretation.
It was inevit-

able for Oz to be set in New York.
In Baum's classic, the characters
have to go to the city to get the
answers. Today's urban culture is
black-oriented, affecting all life
styles, language and music trends.
Hence, The Wiz. "
Diana Ross is magnificent as
the twenty-four year old Dorothy,
a Harlem schoolteacher who finds
herself swept away to Oz while
trying to retrieve her miniature
Schnauzer Toto from a New York
City blizzard.
Dorothy lands among the
awakening Munchkins, turned
into graffiti by the wicked witch's
curse. It is here that we get our
first taste of The Wiz's truly dazzling effects. "Graffiti City," the
old New York State Pavilion at
the World's Fair Grounds in
Flushingv.New York, is a mass of
luminous color. It is a surrealistic
playground seen in black light
and peopled with dancers echoing
the glowing colors. Along with
Dorothy, we find ourselves being
swept along in their dance and the

power of the music.
Dorothy proceeds to collect her,
improbable companions for the
trip to Oz to find the wizard.
,Michael Jackson is the intellectual scarecrow, tormented by a
crowd of, sadistic crows, who
wants the wizard to give him a
brain. Nipsey Russell is the carnival 'tin man' who wants a heart.
Ted Rossis the cowardly lion who
Dorothy and the others discover
hiding in a marble lion. on the
steps of the New York City Public
Library. Together they 'ease on
, down the road' to a distant Oz,
along the way being attacked by a
malevolent subway station and
nearly overcome by the fumes
from the Poppy Love Perfume
Company.
They reach the Emerald City at
last. In this case, the Twin Towers
of the World Trade Center. This
is the headquarters of the elusive
Wiz, inhabited by throngs of
fashion-conscious citizens who
change color from green to red to
gold at the command of the voice

illustration

of the Wiz.
The Wiz, Richard Pryor, brings
Dorothy and her friends to an
audience with a gigantic statue of
himself. He sends them off to
dispose of his archenemy Evillene, Mabel King, promising them
that he will grant their requests if

by Raoul Pascual

they succeed. They do, but of
course the Wiz is not more of a
real wizard than he ever was. He
is a failed politician from New
Jersey whose campaign stunt with
a hot air balloon went wrong.
Glenda, Lena Horne, appears in
the end to put things right.

"Woodie Guthrie"
by Dana Dembrow

Dylan to travel east in 1961 to role for the Chisholms, a mini
visit him at the Greystone Hospiseries for CBS, does a superb job
It' was the first daggone time
tal in New Jersey. Woodie
of recreating the spirit and dauntthat I my-own-self have ever Guthrie is an American legend.
less drive of the "poet of the
made the journey to a highlight of
After a tragic childhood,
American landscape." Taylor's
cultural festivity or other type a' Woodrow Wilson Guthrie left job is not an easy one, as he
actin' performance at the actual Okemah, Oklahoma in the 1920's shares the stage with no one. His
scene of Abe Lincon's final fatal and travelled from Texas to Cali~ props consist only of a wheelfrolic at Ford's, but for ten years fornia as a migrant worker and chair, a barrel, a table with a:
now the place has been fixed up to odd jobs man. He not only lived typewriter, 'and a microphone.
appear almost exactly as it through the Depression and the With these simple stage ornaprobably did' or almost certainly
Dust Bowl but also sold Jamaican
ments and a backdrop lighting
should have back on that fateful Ginger as a teenage runaway
system that simulates the open
day in 1865 and for the month of during Prohibition,
became a sky of the midwest and the urban
November it'll contain the dizz- unior organizer for the Early
density of New York City, Tom
iest, friendliest, loneliest, fun- agricultural workers unions and
Taylor recreates the journeys, the
niest, baggiest, badluckin'
but the Congress of Industrial Union
thoughts, and the music of Woody
still makin' it musical philosopher
(C.I.O.), had a peoples" radio
Guthrie. Taylor's performance is
farmer and vagabond that may program in Los Angeles in 1939, captivating as well as enterhave really seen this land, our' and spent most of the next decade
taining. His role transititions
land, for quite a spell.
singing and writing with praise
from child to father to worker to
Arlo Guthrie's dad died eleven and protest. He lived a lot and he radio broadcaster are smooth but
years ago of Huntington's Chorea
loved a lot and he left a lot of moving. Most of the scenes not
disease, but "Woodie Guthrie" _ what he learned as lessons for the only tell an important story about
has just finished a heart-warming
lot of us.
life but also contain a spark of
tour of Scotland,
England,
Woody Guthrie has come back
humor and a song, both of which
Toronto, Chicago and San Franc, to life in the flesh of Tom Taylor
Taylor performs with remakrable '
cisco, and is currently appearing
in a Harold Leventhal presensimilarity to the unique style of
at Ford's Theatre at 511-lOth
tation of this common man's
the character he portrays.
Street, N.W. in Washington,
hero. The play is directed by
Moreover, the play goes far
D.C. The author of over a thou- George Boyd who joined Taylor's
beyond its mere entertainment
sand songs and fOULbooks in- act last year and adapted the value. It is the portrait of an indicluding
his autobiography,
script to make it 'more continous
vidual who suffered through
Bound/or Glory, Woody Guthrie
and chronologically
comprehardship after hardship and yet
was much more than the robust
hensive. Taylor, a native Texan
lived to smile and to sing and to Your Land."
Woody Guthrie was a common
guitar player that caused Bob
who has just completed a featured
write songs like "This Land is
man. He was a man who saw a lot
of American life and American
dirt and who said what he knew in
by Jim Sweeney
his poetry and his music. He was
a social activist who not only
recorded what he saw as a
, In a career spanning over who worked most of his life in
Mysticism and fantasy play
popular historian but acted comseventy years, Elihu Vedder Italy.
major roles in Vedder's work.
touched upon many of the styles
lust a quick glance at the Many of his works have' myth- pletely unselfishly in his undying
nd genres of the last half of the exhibit would show a tremenology as their starting point, such "aim to make this wicked 01'
world a better one to live in." If
9th century. But mainly Vedder dously. talented and versatile man.
as the paintings, of the man
ollowed his own inclinations,
He did landscapes and genre
questioning the buried statue of
roducing in the process some paintings. He did a "Japanese
the sphinx, or the crowd discoverery original and veryfascinating
Still Life" in 1879. He did a ing the enormous egg of a mythirt.
cal roc bird.
"Medusa" which bears a striking
The 331 paintings, drawings, resemblance to Caravaggio's 1596
by Steve Kleifield
He also ventured into works
nd sculpture assembled at the version. He designed stained
about
ancient
Roman
life,
ational Collection of Fine Arts glass, magazine covers, greeting
Sitting in class the other day,
Renaissance life, alchemy, and
"Perceptions' and Evocations:
cards. He did an allegorical mural
listening to the usual frivolous
the Italian countryside.
he Art of Elihu Vedder") gives entitled "Corrupt
Legislation"
arguments of a student who had
n in-depth view of the works of for the Library of Congress, and
, His major work was a series of
to be on the Law Review, I
edder (l8j6~1923), an American detailed studies
of
mushrooms.
.
illustrations for an 1894 edition of
thought to muself "now I've
Edward
FitzGerald's
"The
heard everything". Well, I was
Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam."
wrong, Ihadn't. What I hadn't'
These pages, plus the original
heard was Frank Zappa's new
paintings of some of these illusalbum, "Studio Tan".
trations, must be seen to be appreciated. The figures are realistic,
Sonie dumb name, right? The
stupidity of the title is surpassed
but with a brooding, sensual
quality. The combination proonly by the amateur quality of the
duces striking images which hold
cover design. However, it's what
the attention. They are captigets pressed onto the vinyl that
vating in a manner not unlike the
counts, and once again Frank
best contemporary science fieZappa has come up with a
winner.
tion/fantasyart.

Vedder's Images

President Lincoln could have
looked down over the flags
draped from his balcony, he
would have been sorry about
some of the things that this
country has been through, but he
would have been proud of the
simple men like Woody Guthrie
who dedicated themselves to
trying to steer things back in the
right direction. May the spirit of
"Woody Guthrie" be alive today.

Zappa's "Studio Tan"

,

Two of his Italian landscapes,
similar views of the same
abandoned well, demonstrate his
knack for the mysterious. One is
fairly cheerful and could be a
view of Rock Creek Park. The
other, with changes in lighting
and the background trees, is
strangely unsettling. The difference is made even more disturbing by hanging the. two
together.
The exhibit
will continue
through February 4, 1979.
The National Collection of
Fine Arts is at 8th and G Streets,
NW, at Gallery Place Metro
station, and is open every day
from 10 a.m, to 5:30 p.m. Admission is free.

As is usually his wont, FZ combines sounds reminiscent of his
previous
work while incorporating some new sounds. And
his lyric writing has never been
better.
Side one, "Greggery
Peccary", is a story about a
"nocturnal,
gregarious
wild
swine", who every day drives his
little red volkswagen to "the ugly
side of town, where they keep the
government buildings". He takes
the elevator to the 83d floor of a
building owned by Big Swifty &
Asociates
(right
out
of
Waka/ Jawaka),
trendmongers.
And what is a trend monger?
Someone who creates a series of
"colorful, time-wasting trends",
'like air hockey, or the twist, or
flower-power (does it mailer that
this waste of time is what makes a

life for you? FZ asks us).. And
what trend does Greggery Peccary
create? The calendar; infinity and
fractions thereof.
After Greggery leaves the
building, he gets chased out of
town by a group' of enraged
hunchmen (and hunchwomen),
and is forced to take the Short
Forest Exit (remember the toads
" of the Short Forest in Camarillo
Brillo?). The road leads out to a
cave in Billy the Mountain (the
conceptual continuity is overwhelming). The story ends with
Greggery pondering the creation
of the new brown clouds, and
heads off in search of the greatest
living philosopher.
Side two begins with a song Flo
and Eddie would be proud of,
"Let Me Take You To The
Beach". It's an obvious parody
of the Beach Boys: "Let me take
you to the beach/la la la la la la la
la la la/let me take you to the
beach/la 1a la la la la la la
la/bring the weenies/I'll bring the
soft
drinks/bring
the
cookies/everybody's
in love."
Or, "eat a candy/you
are
dandy/can I kiss you/maybe I'll
just hold your hand-y." And the
melody and musicianship are as
good as the Beach Boys ever
presented.
Next comes "Revised Music
For Guitar and Low Budget
Orchestra", which immediately
brings "Zoot Allures" to mind. I
think it would make a great
(continued on page 16)
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In Between
the Sheets
by Jim Heller
... a seemingly
never-ending
column wherein I answer, in
print, some of the more abstruse
questions asked of the reader services staff. All answers can be
found "in between the sheets" of
a number of sleep-inducing legal
research sources.
.
Q. ML Heller. ..
A. You don't have to call me
Mr. Heller. You can call me Jim,
or you can call me ...
Q. OK, Jim ... I've got a couple
of questions I need answered. All
I have is a name of a case, and I
desperately need to get the cite for
my appellate brief, how do I do
it? By the way, I don't know the
court or date or anything else.
A. Select one:
J. American Digest System
2. The Readers Digest System
3. Digest of Public General
Bills and, Resolutions
4. The Coroners Digest

I'm

Q;
certain it's not #'s 2 or
3, but what's the difference
between the Coroner's Digest and

•

659-2968

A. Select one:
A) Shepards
B) The Congressional Staff
Directory (get it?)
C) Flock you!
D)A and C, but not B
Q. Jim, why is this column so
short?
A. Cause that's the kind of guy
lam.
Q. You've used that line
before.
A. Well, excuuuuuse me.

SEE US FOR ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS.
Low Prices Are Our Speciality.
THE INTERNATIONAL

Q. One final question for the i
year. Do you think there is any
way researching D.C. regulations I
could be made easy?
,

ceed in the following manner:
1) Go to the Federal Digests
(Federal Practice Digest, Modern
Federal Practice Digest, and the
Federal Practice Digest 2nd) initially, since it makes sense to
work through a small number of
volumes when possible. Look
through the "Table of Cases"
:~~~~:~d~~t~~e~~db;~~~s;~iCh
2) If you can't find the case

UGHtOfCA

(Dept. of Justice - Author of: Israel.
the West .. nk & International Law)

Mr. Larry Pope
(Leban...

Desk: Dept. of State)

".

governing process.' We could

create a system of government
wherein both rich and poor, polyester-clad and denim-clad, would
have equal justice under the law.
Perhaps there is a better way
wherein we could have our
nation's
capitol
provide
its
citizens with liberty and justice
for all. Naaah!

HISTORY, STRUCTURE, POLICY
THURSDAY, NOY.16
p.m..

7:30

DOROTHY BlTTS MARVIN

THlATltI

• MARVIN

GILBERTS-COIFS
SUM &' S'U'....B.ST.AN·.C·E.
....•..'
LEe;A LI N ES . i,
...•
SMITH REVI EWS - NUTSH ELLS\
CASE NOTES-AMERICAN
LEGAL
CASE DIG ESTS ..
EM,. . A. N UA....
,.L.S.·_.....'..H'..,0 ..;.R ...·.N. . ·.·.0
...'.',.0. K..•.•.
S...
S TAT ION... A..RY SU.·P P..L.I E S· .AN 'D "M.ORE

use
of a piano and
Unfortunately
thereseveral
are noviolins.
credits
on the' album cover, so I don't
know who plays the instruments,
but the playing is great. It also
reminded me of side one of."Hot
Rats", maybe a little of "Peaches
En Regalia". Don't ask me why.
. FZ .finally rocks out. on
HRedunzl", i song 'whichstarts

..,8. '.

>

drums, bass, piano, and his fine
lead guitar a' la "Po-Jama

o
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trying to Jell. us when Ile says
"Chester's
.,go-rill~/she
go'
q~ack/Chest~r'sgo.~llla/she
go
omk/Chester,s
go-r!lla/she go.
if a case. moo/Chester s gO-T111a/sh~,?go
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with no
court or
be quite

..

DISCO UN'.T P'R' ICE' S' AN' D' .

Q.WhataboutLEXIS?People",
then sound,
goes back
to the
A. You can search for a "Sofa No.2"
and finishes
decision knowing only-the case like a L.atin rhumba Y~u can

the complete data base
knowledge of either the
date of decision could
·'meconsuming.
Q. How do I find out
.. ~~~[~c~d~moilifi~,e~.

CENTER

EVEtt.V.·. A."VA.,ILABL.' E A_Il> .
F,·.O· R" T.H_·E L'A.,, .·,W.,.···.S·TU. D'ENl

Zappa

.' and the federal courts .. andW01~ . and brings .u,s another
second,' that the. data ba'se' for;:;·\'Y()~ciJrf\iLc~eation.··F()r;he still
iii these jurisdictionsis!,J<7l complete;;l~y~:
..me WIth the..qut:tl()n .t~at

(Middle Eastern History. G.W.U.)

Mr. Allan Gerson, Esq.

~~~'U ~~f:~e to o;ea;~~ ~~~~;a~,. ~~~ a~~t~~~,
l~~e~~~~~~~~e~~od:~
Digest's "Table of Cases" section' No.2",
eventually 0' features
(at the end.of each volume) to see
if the case you want is there.

FEATURING

Professor Roderlc H. Davison
.

there,
(continued from
federal chances
case, and are
it's it's
best not
not toa . soundtrack
for page
an IS)
animated
. try to make a federal case out of a cartoon. Along with his rnagnistate court decision.·Therefore,
ficent guitar.. Frank makes good
you
proceed
to the which
Dicennial
and
General
Digests,
include
cases from all jurisdictions. It's
easiest to work with the Dicennial
Digests first, since they include
cases over a ten year period. Once
again, look in the "Table of
Cases"volumes.
'
3) If you cal1't find)! there, it's
probably a more recent decision.

LAW SOCIETY PRESENTS:

THE MIDDLE EAST:
MAS
Itl
.."
DI,,£M
. II
u,,£GA
MPDAVIO

A. Yes, there could. be a better I
way. Many states have organized
their regs in a manner far superior
to that of the District. In these
states it's very easy for the average citizen to wade through the
myriad of regulations and discover, for example, what rights
and remedies, he has against
villanous landlords. who threaten .
to turn apartments into condominiums,refuse to return security
deposits, etc. It would be simple,
where the D.C. regs organized in
' a cohesive unit current updates
and workable indices, to have a
fairer system of justice wherein
those not skilled in the law could
understand
their rights and
responsibilities as citizens of the

the American Digest System?
A. Judging by some of the
people who have spent. excessive
time using the American Digest
System, apparently very little.
Seriously, though, the American
Digest's "Table of Cases" will
have virtually every reported case District of Columbia, and provide
listed. If you do not know either much needed input into the local

the courfoi the date, 1 would pro-
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TheNose

the Playboy. Bunny to punch his
ticket.
The punk rockers arrived on
roller skates, with the requisite
torn tee shirts, body glitter and
safety pins through their heads.
And what collection of bad taste
would be complete without the
law student and his wife, the
pristine
law school
virgin?,
(Reminds us of a .conversation
overheard in Property: "What do
you use for contraception?"
"Law school.")
Throughout the evening,Nose
couldn't help but notice an overabundance of T.V.'s, (and we
don't mean the kind with remote
control, but then again ... ) deepvoiced, voluptuous little dearies
who were obviously getting large
charges from the attention paid to
their amply-filled
cross-yourheart bras. (Trash-ola.) Clint
Eastwood spent some time trying
to hold up the pregnant nun, (but
we won't go into that) and the
Redskin and Redskinette were one
of those cute couples into crossdressing. (Nose just loves hairy
legs and bobby sox.)
But the height, or rather, the
absolute low of the party was the
package of Lady Kenmore industrial-strength
douche. ("Sears'
best buy" ... "strong enough to
handle a man-sized job," the
label read.) Marvelously offensive, we thought. (Eat your heart
out, Dossier.)

For a stodgy little southern
town, Washington certainly does
let down its collective hair on
Halloween,
really. This one
party, "Decadanza" they called it
- the invitation promised a night
of "debauchery, concupiscence
and new extremes of bad taste."
We prepared for a positively
nauseating
experience,
and
arrived early to grab a seat by the
door.
Simply everyone was there,
dahlings. And they were trashy: a
big, pink oozy tongue; Dolly
Parton with bazongahs out to
here- Tinkerbelle, complete with
wand, tu-tu and five o-clock
shadow. (Nose was absolutely
snorting!) Of course, there was a
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Nose managed to sniff out the
fact. that several' guests didn't
make it to the party. The crime
against nature lost his. sheep and
wouldn't settle for a chicken. The
Pope got hung up re-wallpapering
the Sistine, Chapel.
Roman
Polanski couldn't find a babysitter for his nine year old, and'
Gaithersburg got caught in traffic
on the Beltway. Oh well, maybe
next year. Until then, nosepickers
... keep on blowin'.

photos by Dana D~.mbrow

LEGAL TYPING'
TRANSCRIPTION REPETITIVE LETTERS
/DOCUM£NTS
Mag card/correcting selectric.
Harvard/Blue
book stvle;
Deadlines met. 'nexpensive
rates; Large & Small projects.
Can Cindy Potter 931·7074

·00 It In Your Briefs

At GWO's 1st

"Can't Slop .Landn"
To Benefit the' Muscular Dystrophy Association
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24 HOUR DANCE-A- THONf~,%
.., •.•. :i':..,.'"

November 17-18 Friday 9 PMSaturday 9 PM

BAR EXAMS AREN'T LIKE
LAW SCHOOL EXAMS

Included to help you do' it in your briefs will be non stop m

Knowing how to write answers the way Bar Examiners want to
see them written can make the crucial difference.
Hundreds of students from C.W. Law School have been
convinced that what they learned at THE KASS PROBLEM
ANALYSIS CLINICS was essential to their success in the Bar
Exam.
.
.
Why not ATTEND THE FIRST ClINICABSOLUTELYFREE on
Jan. 7,1979:
Six Sundays, starting Jan. 7, 1-4 P.M., in the Hotel N.Y.
Sheraton, 7th Ave. & 56th St., N.Y.CeFEE:$90.
Undergraduates can attend our Jan. 1979 & June 1979 series, on
graduation, upon payment of onlyonefee..
' .:i
AfOTAL OF 16DIFFERENT VERYDIFFICULT
'
ESSAYSWILL Bn:OVERED IN EACH SERIES.
For further information
'KASSPROBLEM ANALYSIS
contact:
CLINICS
.
or
CWagent
27 William Street, N.Y.C.
JOEL J. SEIDEMANN
(212-Wh.3-2690)

by SRO DECEATS,The Barons, Starfire& Disco by WRG
Guest appearances by Jerry Clark' & John Dowling
from WASH-FM and AI Roker from WTTG
Contests

Marvin Center 'lst Floor Cafeteria
. Admission $1 reduced 2 AM-NOON
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'1fThere Ain't No News, We Make It Up."

Dean Search Candidates
by Dana Dembrow

photo by Bill L1eth

H. I. Po
Dean Harold Po of the Univer- world reknowned
marshland
sity of Kenya School of Law visit- game preserve, where law stued the National Law Center last dents spend the duration of their
week to be interviewed by the Stu- entire education trying to figure
dent and Faculty Dean Search out how to get out of the bog. He
Committees. Dean Po is individ- is shown above relaxing in the
ually responsible for attracting
swimming pool at the Smith
the corporate donations which Center after a hard 'day of interpermitted the University of Kenya views.
to ac uire and construct their

'Candi B. Luvtue..

Ms. Luvtue was the first dean
search candidate to catch the eye
of the Faculty Dean Search Committee, and she has been the'
favorite of several of the members
of the Committee since her initial
interview. In fact, Ms. Luvtue has
been the only candidate that has
already been interviewed over two
dozen times. The most recent
closed committee deliberations
began in late October and at last
report the Committee has still
been unable to sufficiently evaluate her credentials. Ms. Luvtue
has extensive experience in janitorial work and has therefore
been approved by the Student
Dean Search Committee as being
thoroughly qualified for the position, contingent on her satisfactory performance in other positions to be evaluated by the Student Committee when and if the
Facultv concludes their interview.

Mr. Fenningsworth 'was interviewed by the Student Dean
Search Committee last March
shortly after his 20-year sentence
for possession of 40 acres of marijuana plants was commuted by
President Carter on the condition
that Billy gets to harvest the crop.
Fenningsworth was outraged at
the unusual restriction but Carter
,cited Nixon's unusual treatment
of Jimmy Hoffa as precedent for
the action. Fenningsworth plans'

to camp on the White lawn
through the winter in protest of
his treatment. Although he now
resides in Washington and is
therefore more accessible for
contact by students, several of the
members of the Student Dean
Search Committee have been
refused entrance to the White,
House lawn and are therefore
unable to participate in interviews.

GWRanks#l
in Derk %

Johnnie T.
In an effort to attract more
minority candidates for the deanship, the Student Committee
recently interviewed Dr. J. T.
Washington, Professor of Jurisprudence at the Biloxi Instistution
of Legal Studies. Dr. Washington
stated that he was attracted to the
, vacancy for the deanship of the
National Law Center because its
location in Washington, D.C.
means that if he were to live here
his mail would be delivered to the
same place as his name. The Stu-

Washington
,dent
Dean Search Committee
tried to explain to Dr. Washington that that wasn't much of a
reason to want to be the dean but
they were unable t~ offer a better
reason. Dr. Washington appears
above in the luxurious accommodations provided by the Student
Bar Associ.ati.o~. H.ep~ans ~owalk
back to MISSISSIPPIthis Friday so
anyone that would like to meet
this candidate should contact
either of the Dean Search Committees immediately.

Harvard Law students
were a close second 'and Stanford
a surprisingly distant third. The
survey, conducted by the SBA,
looked at those qualities in
students that emphasized the
"neat,"
"keen,"
"sharp"
or
even "boss" attributes of the
average student. Rather than look
for the dull and predictable attributes or qualities of LSA T and
GPA, the SBA thought it might
be "fun" to compare GWU Law
students with other law schools
on what they considered to be
more significant issues than test
scores. Of the three schools compared, GW students were more
likely to: abstain from premarital
sex, call home for money, write
sis a letter, and give candy to little
girls in the park.

Newton B.
Prof. Herriman is the wellknown author of 387 law review
articles, 26 casebooks.. a hornbook, two novels, a coloring
book, and 17 Gilberts. The
Faculty Dean Search Committee
was impressed with Prof. Herriman's background and intellect
but one of the members, whose
foot was in the way, was disturbed with the candidate's unfor-

Herriman
tunate habit of spitting chewing
tobacco. Prof. Herriman is pictured above shortly after completing his most recent law review
article to be released in the
December edition of the Journal
of Law of the Combined Colleges
of Oxford University, entitled,
"The Law as an Alchemy for
Changing Worthiness into Me."
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...SC8Ies··propo~;t·····--··

by John Seibel

Criticized
by John Williams
"The Scales Proposal, though a
welcome addition to critical inA. The free beer at the. S.B.A.
teliectual thinking at G.W., has
Q. Excuse me, Sir?
beer blasts.
come under more than its share of
A. zzzzz: zzzzu. zzzzzz
Q. Do you plan on remaining a
criticism in the past few days."
Q. Sir?
bum?
Thus
proclaimed Dana DemA. o g n u m ph
rrrrnnmmm
A.Well you know it's not easy
brow, chairman of the Law
sngggnrnppppph whazzah huh?
being a student anymore.
School Search Committee. The
Q. Sir, I'd like to ask you a few Q. I thought you were a bum?
Scales
Proposal, unveiled before
questions.
A. Student, Bum, same thing.
the
Committee
and the academic
A. I swear, I was never near the Didn't you live through the sixcommunity on October 25, 1978,
place, I never saw him before in ties?
my life.
. Q.Moving right along, do you is the first concrete plan for the
construction of a law school at
Q. No, no I just want to conduct
have any friends?
George
Washington University.
an interview.
A. Sure, one of my best friends is
A. Interview me? Well, okay, but Dwight Eisenhower; Why just the . The structure of the plan calls for
the placement of a five story
make it quick. I'm a busy man.
other day..I was. talking to him
classroom-office complex in the
Q. Alright. Most people would about the state of the economy.
quadrangle between Stockton and
call you a bum, do you take urn- Q. But'he's dead.
Corcoran Halls. The Proposal
bridge to that
A. Maybe that's why he was so
was
introduced as' part of the
A. I'll take anything I can get.
quiet. And all this time I thought
overall Burns Fifteen Year Plan
Q. Oh, how did you become a there was something bothering
for making the National Law
derilect?
him.
Center a driving force in AmeriA. Well.whenI was fired as dean Q: I suppose you're also friends can legal education. In addition
of the law school, I found that I with Howard Hughes?
to the new wing, with its multihad to work for a living. I had A. You nuts? He's dead.
level basement library, the Burns
been dean so long that I found Q. What do' you live on? I mean Phin calls for the creation of a
that I had forgotten how to work. you don't have any money and Post-Graduate Division and the
This seemed like the next best food is expensive. What do you Institute for Government and
eat?
thing.
Corporate Legal Rsearch.
A. Let me put it to YOJ.! this way,
Q. You mean G.W. Law School?
The Scales Proposal has come
do you put your kitty out at
A. That's right.
under increasing criticism from
night?
various factions in the G.W. and
Q. You mean to tell me that you Q .. Yes.
Foggy Bottom communities in rewere dean of theG. W. Law A. Well don't.
School?
Q. I see. Well, thank you for cent days. Opposition' to the
Proposal
Lcrystalized
A. If I hadn't been dean, I your time, I'll send you a copy of Scales
around
the student
group
wouldn't have been fired, now the paper.
.
.
SCRUNGE. Scrunge, the Student
would I?
A. Mind if laskyou a question?
Committee for Restoration and
Q. What did you enjoy most Q .. No not at all.
.
Unification of Neighborhoods,
about being the dean?
A. Got any spare change?
Grounds and Environment, was
originally thought to be another
Banzhaf legal action project. This
theory was subsequently disproven when the group reExecutive Practitioner of Inalienable Absurdities
Dana Dembrow peadedly refused free publicity
for its cause.
Bill Lieth
Comptroller of Graphic Transmission of Beta Waves
Numerous groups have allied
themselves
with
SCRUNGE
Barbara Beck . against
Philosopher of Irrebuttable Presumptions
the
Scales Plan.
HiP, the Historic Preservation
Jeffery Berry
Divestor of Omniscient Understanding
organization, seeks to preservethe
natural beauty and grandeur hot
John Lambert
Supervisor of Alleviation from Burdens of Proof
water pipes of Beacon Hall from being
defaced and overshadowed by a
John Seibel
Professor of Undignified Essences of Existence

-~ff'

Chief of Manipulation of Innate Qualities

Imperator of Doctrines Void for Vagueness
Commisar of Post Mortem Expression
Administrator of Antiquainted Ambivalences
Principal Educator of Arbitrary Essentials
Resident Representative of Primitive Species
Cheif Consultant with Inanimate Objects
Supervisor of Existential Experience
Divisional Commander of Intangible Tools
Consultative Complainant of Invisible Phenomenon

Thecla Fabian
Wendy Gordon
David Bane
Jim Sweeney
Howard Grant
Jonathan Glazier
Jim Hefler
Shelley Grant
Bob Krakow
John Banzhaf:

Vice President to the Promulgator of Inherited Knowledge
.
Harry Chernoff
Chairman of the Committee for More Protection against Undisclosed
Invaders
Robert Goodman

One sensible planner pointed out
that first year students were likely
to get lost as Bacon fourth floor
meets Stockton third floor, while
Stockton fourth floor connects
with Burns firth floor, leaving
Burns attic attached to the Scales
fourth floor, right where Professor L. Solomon would finally
have had a floor to ceiling window.
Finally,
the District
Building Commission has indio
cated that the Scales wing may be
too deep, thereby placing the first
level of the library midway
between Foggy Bottom and
Farragut West subway stops.
The Scales Propoal does not
, lack proponents, though, including law school facuIty and student
bar organizations who are lobbying for more office space. The
Scales wing would free up many
offices in Beacon Hall,. allowing the
Journal of International Law and
Economics to move out of the
basement utility closet, .thereby
giving The Advocate, the law
school newspaper, enough space
to use its one typewriter. Expectantly, members of the International Law Society have already
announced the establishment of
the George Washington University Center for the Study of International and Comparative Law in
Bacon Suite 301E.
In the final analysis it may be
the student reaction that will
make or break the Scales Proposal for a new law center. On
first learning the projected cost
many students
reacted with
horror, prefering that the $~-8
million outlay be spent on Improving the quality of education
at the law school or for more SBA
beer blasts. Georgetown law students were particularly dismayed
to learn that G.W. students might
finally have a building to be
proud of. G.W. medical students'
have denounced the project as an
unnecessary diversion of valuable
law school funds from the G.W.
Medical Center. One first year
student summed up student opinion in these few words, "So
what's wrong with dreaming?"

~1L&.enrJ!1l1l~

Steve Kleifield ;

Director of Interplanetary Communication

more efficient, more spacious
building. HiP and the Campaign
from
Return of the Campus
to the People are petitioning the
D.C. Historic Townhouses and
Oddities Commission to declare
the Lisner Hall Quadrangle a
Local Historic Landmark. Such
diverse groups as the G.W. Intermural Frisbee Council and the
Foggy Bottom Possum CI.u~ have
joined in signing the pennon. If
the Quad is declared a local la?d. mark the city will allow nothing
larger than a bronze plaque dedicated to J. Edgar Hoover,
National Law Center class of '16,
to be placed in the quad. This
would prevent a" constructive
building from being undertaken
on the block.
Sources within the University
administration have indicated disagreement over the value of the
innovative proposal. Some administrators, particularly in the
Development Office, have reacted
with jubilation, announcing that
the Inter-Hemispheric Development Bank has approached the
University for a 99 year lease on
the proposed office space .. They
scoff at complaints that the Law
Center needs the space, proudly
pointing to the Thomas .Edison
Building, which will be available
for the Law Center should
PEPCO ever be nationalized.
Other administrators, especially
those in the Treasurer's .Office,
fear that the plan would cost
more than the University could
risk without jeapodizing
its
current AAA Gordon and Berger
Bond rating. One administrator
acknowledged that "We're already siphoning off a third of the
law school's income. The remaining amount could never sustain
such a building program."
Area architects
have been
unanimous in their criticism of
the proposal. Most claim that the
floorplan fails to account for
overcrowding in the halls, inadequate heating in the winter, and
poor acoustics in the lecture halls.
Many architects laugh at the
thought of allowing law students
access to automatic elevators.
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PERSONALS

• Attractive former modelheiress,30,
likes good food and conversation,
travel,
music and literature,
seeking warm and fulfilling relationship with self. #937
• Wealthy Polish film director
seeking meaningful relationship with
innocent female 9-13 years of age.
Send photo to box69 Paris.
• I am holing myself hostage. Put my
dog and an anchovy pizza in a plain
brown bag on Friday if you ever want
to seeme aliveagain.
• Short deformed totally disgusting
male seeks two tall Scandanavian
females to explore orifices. Have own
flashlight.Sendphoto to #4.
• Billy, since you went to law school
we have moved. Don't bother coming
homefor Thanksgiving.Mom.
EMPLOYMENT

• Construction workers needed.
Crane operators, cement masons,
carpenters, laborers needed to build
"sun belt" communities. Extras
include Israeli citizenshipand blessing
of God. Apply to #495Tel Aviv.
• Camp counselors needed· full time
- to care for Cambodian refugees of
all ages in beautiful southeast Asian
setting. Send resume to: Camp Khmer, Phnom Penh.
• Middle east ruler seekingcompetent
cabinet members for high paying
glamorous positions. Serious applicants only, please. No experienced
desired. Write: Shah's Palace,
Teheran, Iran.
• Local law school seeks professional
diletante as figurehead to front
gambling and drug ring. Salary good,
all benefits including honorary J.D.
degree. Write: Dean Search Committee, Nat. LawCenter.
FOR SALE

• Great revolutionary needed to rule
Tanzania: full or part time. Send • Admissions to prestigious law
resumeto Aminbox #1 Uganda.
school in Washington D.C. $1500.

Call 676·6288 between 10:30 A.M.
and 2:00 P.M. and ask for Bob.
• Babies - all sizes and races, with
birth certificates. Includes shots.
Financing available. Write box #50,
Washington Hospital Center.
• 6,000copies of USCAvolume 12on
Bankruptcy, priced to sell or best
offer. Write: West Publishers, St.
Paul, Minn.
LEGAL

• The trustees in bankruptcy announce the foreclosure and sale at
public auction of. valuable properties
known as 718 and 720 20th Street,
N.W., Washington, D.C. at 2:00
A.M. on Sunday the 26th day of
November 1978on the premises.
• Application for zoning change has
been filed to convert the zoning of the
property known as 1600Pennsylvania
Ave. from d·589 (residential)to p-402
(commercial parking). Request filed
by J. Antonelli and J. Yeldell.

•

,
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Sometimes,:~teF ~fJ8-<(Jf those daysthet .,.eollyt
..~t.: .
me down, I {ikt!Jo.pifiib~t(dine
bolt!e of apple
..
,." -.,
wine and just en/oy myself. 'Maybe ~/ip into a pair of
knickers and my new, expensive wooden shoes or
even a terry-cloth smoking jacket for those really
spectaloccasions. Then, aftef-'fJ ferJ:srp.sFt?tit()ut inyX • .~~s, ~.:.~
".favorite reading ..... You see, myltNorite reading shows
me that it's alright to be pretentious and bombastic.
I love to drink wine slowly and look for rf!aJljilong'
.
word! My Tavorttereadlnq showsme that i{'s okay to
be erudite and contustnq. I really 'love 'mi favorite
reading and try to make it as much a part of my life
as possible. I guess I'm an Q.E.D. kind a'guy

by D. Minimus
You all know that thel~w'js

~irlrow ~nd Figerova (Ne~ York
firm, WIth venerable
history;
prese,nt partnerslead the league m
salanes);
, ;,

Did You Hear the One
About the Sick Attorney?
For those of you who are unimpressed with the potential of the
lexis, this recent story find should
change your opinion,
The lexis
reports that when Pope John Paul
I died he made it to heaven and
was given a very cordial welcome.
After the greeting Gabriel took
him out to his new country home:
a lovely thatched roof bungalow
midst a serene and bucolic setting. ,
Gabriel
then
suggested
that
perhaps lP would like to visit
some of his neighbors and that
Gabriel himself would be more
than happy to introduce him. JP
happily agreed. They. took off
down the dirt road and came to
the first home ~hich' belonged to
an attorney,
Home is somewhat
of an understatement
since it was
really more like a castle-fortress,
,
Unfortunately
no one was at
home,
so no introduction
occurred, Still JP asked to be shown
the ground. After some walking
through the gardens, JP obviously perplexed,
turned to Gabriel
and said: "You know Gabriel, I
like my place and all, and it is not
in all in keeping
with papal
humility
to ask this, but how
come my place is so humble and
this attorney's
is so grandiose,"
Gabriel explained to him: "Well
JP, two hundred thirty-six popes
have made it to heaven but this
here was the first attorney,"
--Don
There were once two men who
were fond of hunting, and would'
travel
a great
distance
on
weekends
to reach the woods
where the hunting was good. As
was their habit,' they would stop
at Tyler's farm,which was near the
hunting area, and engage the services of Tyler's fine hunting dog,
Lawyer. This went on for many
years, and all through these years
Lawyer
was energetic
and reliable, serving them well. One
day, on the way to the woods,
they stopped by the farm, and to
their
surprise,
Lawyer
was
nowhere to be found. The hunters
sought-out
Tyler and asked him
about the dog,
"Well,"
exclaimed Tyler, "a
very curious thing happened.
A
few days ago some hunters passed
through and were in need of a
hunting dog, I told them that I
had a dog by the name of Lawyer,
and that after they paid me they
could go out back and get him.
Well, one of them apparently mis-

understood,
because he went out
back and called the dog Judge.
Now all he does, is sit on his ass
and bark all day,"
--Steve
At the close of a case before the
Queen's Bench in 1780 two of the
justices,
conferred
with
one
another
briefly while the third
aging judge on the panel remained dozing.
The
presiding
justice
pronounced
with the dignity and
respect deserving of his office,
"Owing to the defendants inability to sufficiently
repute
the
allegations of the complaint, I am
clearly of opinion that this Rule
ought to be allowed."
The first of his learned brethren
on the bench declared his concurrence
with
the judgment.
"Allowed,"
he stated.
Noticing
that the senile, and
hard of hearing member of the
panel
was still sleeping,
the
presiding judge nudged him and
asked for his ruling. "Denied,"
said the justice. The chief judge
whispered to the senior judge to
inform him of the proper ruling
but the senile judge repeated,
"Denied."
Again the chief judge
advised his senior of the correct
verdict
but again the senior
persisted, this time more audibly
and resolute in his pronouncement. The presiding justice glared
at his newly awakened senior and
again
informed
him that the
proper judgment was" Allowed."
In utter frustration,
the aging
justice finally cried, "Denied, and
Ican't say it any louder."
--Max

You've probably already heard
the one about the lawyer, the
minister,
,and the doctor.
As
fortune would have it, they were
the last three survivors
of a
shipwreck and, floated alone in a
lifeboat for five days on the open
'sea, Finally they glimpsed a sight
of land off the starboard
bow.
They slowly drifted toward the
beach for some time until it
appeared
that the current
had
reversed and the tide was carrying
them back out to sea, They
decided that one of them would
have to swim for the shore and
when no one volunteered,
the
lawyer offered to take the plunge.
He swam only a hundred yards
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crowded profession,
But imagine
(a;%t~e~s~'~~~~i'g~~~irm);
pill S
what it would be like if certain,
Lloyd;" C~ri' and: Abrahams
famous
persons
had" gotten
,'.
')
.
,
h
'
of' '".
(one man firm;
"
sucked into t e vorte~:,;" '~,.~w .,~l-t~l<I¢mat);':;;NiXQn,a:nd
Dean
school. Then we'·d all::,haye, til,' ':(5 ~~i~(ifin"':! in ,copyfights.,al1d
compete
with' LAW'·, FIRMS·,'.;; ~ ',,'
<>"
".'"
,"
WE'RE
LUCKY
WE'VE
criminal defense) ..
Lennon, Hamson,
McCartney
MISSED:
and Starr.Idisbanded);
,Borden, ,M,a',1son ,and ~e~koGrant, Lincoln, Davis and Lee
witz
(specializing
m criminal
(ci '1I't'
t' )
illi
kl d)
CIVI I iga IOn ;
defense; a ki mg,wor
oa ;
Bryant and Steinern. '(family
Hunter,
GUIdry,
Gossage,
I)'
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a%t~rx, Marx, Marx, Marx, a~
Marx (specializing' in entertain"
ment contracts
and
mental
health), '
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before the fin of a shark appeared
in his vicinity and soon a school
of man-eaters
was circling the
helpless
lawyer,
Just when it
appeared
that the attorney
was
done for, two of the largest fins
approached
the swimmer
and
when the attorney grabbed hold,
the pair of sharks carried· him to
shore. "It's a miracle,"
cried the,
priest. "Personally,"
responded
the doctor, "I think it's a matter
of professional
courtesy,"
--Bilbo
Fans of; Disneyland were disap-,
pointed recently when cartoon officials. confirmed that Mickey and
Minnie
Mouse
are seeking
a
divorce. It seems that Mickey was
'pretty' fedup with his marriageso
he decided to retain counsel to file
a complaint. The attorney drafted
the papers and had a date set for
trial. When the parties appeared
the judge looked down at the
plaintiff-husband's
table
and
inquired, "What are the grounds
for this complaint for divorce?"
MiCkey's attorney stood and responded,
"Insanity,
your
honor,"
whereupon
Mickey immediately
jumped
up
and
remarked, "I didn't say she was
crazy, I said she was fuckin'
Goofy,"
, _cBuffy
Balk's, Law Dictionary

(ahridged)

nudum pactum - an empty six
pack '
ambulatory
- description
of
solo practioner one year after law
school
demurrer - the glass that you
look in to see yourself
nonfeasance - pro bono work
notary - student who writes
down everything the prof says
jurat - location of the court
respondeat
superior - getting
a job rejection letter from a big
firm:
caveat emptor - underground
vacant apartment
'subinfeudation
subletting
your basement to the Hatfields &
McCoys
per stirpes - unit of saddle
measurement
chancery
valuation
of an
inadvisable investment
corporeal
property
- coffin,
tombstone and three piece suit
-- Dana
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by Prof. John Banzhaf

the scope of His duties which
In some interesting recent cases
could be pleaded in defense by the
not yet formally reported, it was
agent.
held that:
3. A "contract",
as that term is
1) A man dressed as a woman in a
used in the underworld
to mean
long
dress,
high
heels,
wig,
the offering of a reward for the
makeup,
etc, may not be predeath of another,
is not per se
vented from using a "women's"
illegal, and may be carried in a
rest room under the D.C. Human
local newspaper.
Ruling that the
Rights Act. Ruling that the law
"standard
form Mafia contract"
prohibited
discrimination
based
did not require that the killing
upon sex, sexual preference,
or
occur within a jurisdiction
which
manner of dress, the court held
made such conduct illegal, and
that it would be both disruptive
that it did not rule out situations
and dangerous
to, compel a man
in which the killer acted lawf'ully
dressed as a woman to use a
in self defense, to prevent, the
"men's"
restroom. He said that a
commission of'a felony, etc., the
woman patron who complained
!court said that a "hit contract"
had only a limited privilege rather
'could be ruled invalid as contrary
than an absolute right to privacy;
to public policy only upon a
that individual
stalls were proshowing of illegality in the partivided within the restroom;
that
cular circumstances
of its execushe could have protected herself,
, tion.
simply by asking the oUler person
4. Although
the' grading of a
whether he/she were really a man
college student'requires
consideror a woman; and that women are
able expertize and discretion,' a
increasingly
using
men's
reststudent is entitled to a minimum
rooms, citing the Capitol Center
of Due Process protections before
as an example.
being given a 'grade which sub2. Tort actions may be brought
stantially
lowers
his or her
for damages caused by sr 'ailed
average,
since a low average
"Acts of God" by ser'
proaffects
a student's
status and
perly made ,upon' an
ted
employment
possi1,)ilities.
agent of God if no otlt,
,.;rvice
Drawing
on cases establishing
can properly be made within the
Due Process rights for students
jurisdiction,
and if the agent
faced with dismissal and teachers
admits to holding money collected
being
rated
for
promotions
in the name of God and held for
and/or tenure, the court enjoined
His benefit or purposes,
This,
the entry of a failing grade until
said the judge, is elementary prin~
the student had been given a minicipal-agentl<iw.
However, in vie'w
hearing, The court remanded the
of God's high position, He would
case to determine the elements of
enjoy a qualified privilege based
such a hearing.
upon the nature of the office and

